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View from the
Chair
I love outdoor space, and as cities get
denser with growing urban population,
streets and public spaces provide room to
relax, socialise, and occasionally riot. We,
as urban designers, are guardians of this
space. A bit of nip and tuck, a sprinkle of
street trees and we have a new pavement
culture. A slight widening of a street, better
sight lines, and tanks can suppress disorder.
Now, imagine that I wrote this article
sitting outside a small café in our idyllic
street, watching the world go by. The dappled morning sunlight shines through the
trees. At my table, there’s the newspaper,
a half finished coffee, a croissant and with
it a large knob of butter and a small pot of
strawberry jam. I am vaping – today it’s aromatic possum flavour – and will until, like
smoking, it is banned from public spaces. By
my side is a poo bag for my pet Chihuahua,
Satan, who sits at my feet on the chewing
gum strewn pavement; not everything is

perfect: if you thought tobacco companies
were an easy push over to accept a ban on
smoking, try taking on the gum manufacturers. Forget Space Syntax, just follow the
chewing gum to identify desire lines and
meeting places.
However, I’m not sitting outside a café,
and not because it is mid-winter or there’s a
riot going on, but I value my health and according to the media, the world that goes by
the café table is shortening my life expectancy by a considerable amount. Britain is
on the naughty step on account of its poor
air quality.
Urban air pollution is not new: the Great
Manure Crisis of 1894 threatened cholera,
typhoid and other calamitous ailments. The
crisis was such that urban civilisation was
considered doomed. The saviour of the city
was, of course, motorised transport. Initially electric powered, but soon outflanked
by cheaper petrol-driven vehicles and then
diesel, which leads us on to today’s issue.
Now we all like to do our bit, and there
are many interventions that urban designers are aware of such as: the Barcelona
super block, which excludes the majority
of car, scooter, lorry and bus traffic from
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nine blocks to create a liveable oasis (no
doubt shifting the problem to the unfortunates within adjacent city blocks); Clean Air
Zones which discourage the most polluting
vehicles from our cities, to be implemented
by 2020 in London, Nottingham, Derby and
Southampton; the outright banning of cars,
by age and licence plate (Paris); and, most
recently, being very careful about where
you put trees to avoid restricting air flow
(a contributing research paper to the draft
NICE air quality report). And don’t forget
practical measures such as personal air
quality monitors (a growing market), air
scrubbers for inside buildings, the increasingly fashionable face mask (with no effect
on NOx), and building new garden cities in
the countryside.
However, it is highly likely that we will
soon look back at this crisis - perhaps as we
watch life go by from our café - and marvel
at the swift uptake of the autonomous, electric car within our urban areas which solved
the air pollution issue at a stroke. And hopefully, we won’t have had to try too hard at
redesigning our perfectly functional urban
spaces to cope with a problem that others
are probably best placed to address. A good
rule in life is to try to solve a problem at its
source, and not pretend to solve it by doing
something peripheral (such as cutting down
trees). The problem is with the vehicles, and
the solution lies with the vehicles.

•

Colin Pullan, Chair of Urban Design Group
and Director of NLP Planning
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Smart Urbanism India symposium in
association with URBED at Marshalls
Design Space
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survey findings, plus the GLA’s recent
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Health: It’s not
Rocket Science

This issue of Urban Design looks at the issues
of health and the effects of good and bad urban
design on how people live. The articles show with
great clarity the relationship between the built
and natural environments and human physical and
mental health. Many of these issues are already
intuitively known to us, but it is interesting to
reflect on how lifestyles gradually shift away from
earlier or younger patterns of healthy living and
working, to less healthy lives and outcomes.
Guest topic editor Rachel Toms describes her own
journey of understanding how health and urban
design fit together, and the actions she takes
from that. Interestingly urban design itself has
probably become far less healthy as a practice,
from regularly standing or perching at a drawing
board to consider what has been drawn by hand,
to a far more physically limited position in front
of a computer. Similarly, face-to-face meetings
or gatherings were once the only way of having
a good relationship with friends, colleagues and
new contacts, where now so much of this can be
done from the same physically limited position
in front of a computer or with a smart phone.
Will the change in people’s journeys to work or
the demands of household chores since, say the
1950s, ever be matched by more active urban
design?
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Walking to school for many young people remains
a key part of growing up, whether taking short
cuts through other people’s gardens, chatting
or finding lost objects along the way. The ideal
of playing out in the street remains the urban
designer’s aim of course. But the public realm‘s
reality in many spaces and streets – whether the
area is deprived or not – is dominated by either
speeding or nose-to-tail crawling traffic with
one driver per car, HGVs thundering between
construction sites with heavy loads delivered
precariously across footways and cycle lanes,
Lycra-clad dare-devil cyclists swerving around
new waterlogged potholes and small children, and
friendly conversations drowned out by the general
din. The neighbourliness, greenness and urban
grain of the route to school matters enormously. It
offers a chance to learn, ask questions and watch
adults’ behaviour in the public realm: yet there are
so many ways in which we are not setting a good
example to learn from.
As the different articles in this issue describe, it
is the role of urban designers to design, help to
manage and ultimately live what they preach, and
this issue should provide another incentive to
achieve these aims.

•

Louise Thomas, independent urban designer
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update 3

Film Night:
Urbanized (2011),
Director Gary Huswit
The Gallery, London, 11 January 2017

What Futures for
India’s Urban Areas?
UDG Symposium, 11 May 2017

India has a population of 1.2 billion, only 30
per cent of whom live in urban areas. With
one of the fastest growing economies in the
world, the major cities are sprawling and
many people live in slums with inadequate
water and electricity. This half day symposium will discuss principles for ‘smarter
urbanisation’ through a series of workshops
on avoiding urban sprawl, pollution, and unaffordable housing. It will feed into a project

This film originally premiered at the LSE in
2011 to a packed house, perhaps because
Gary Huswit’s previous film about the
typeface Helvetica had been a surprising
cult hit in 2007. He followed that with a film
on industrial design Objectified in 2009. To
complete the trilogy on micro to macro design in Urbanized, he scales up to city level
to investigate planning for an increasingly
urbanised population, and what it is that
makes a city habitable.
Through a whistle-stop tour, he interviews key players in both growing and
abandoned cities, from Mumbai to Brasilia,
Bogota, New York and Detroit. Mumbai, a
city of 12 million in 2011, and India’s fourth
largest, is only six years later nearly double
that at 22 million. 60 per cent of people were
living in slum conditions then, with reputedly only one lavatory available for every 600
people; how much worse is it now? Apparently the authorities are reluctant to build
more lavatories in case it attracts ever more
people from the rural areas, where sanitation
is also non-existent.
The often hidden, or non-existent, infrastructure of cities is critical to underpinning
the health and well-being of its citizens, for
the efficient movement of people and goods,
and for the provision of pleasant places and

spaces to meet and do business, to relax,
and for the cultivation of civilised life. The
film shows how planned cities, with the best
of intentions, have tended to focus on the
rational distribution of movement, space and
uses, often to the detriment of its inhabitants, as car-dominated cities attest. It looks
at the work accomplished by Mayor Peñalosa
in Bogota in carving out space for public
transport and cycling, and contrasts this
with American cities’ sprawl, car-dominance
and abandoned down-town centres when
major industries vanish, resulting in shrinking populations and tax base.
The film is sympathetic to the small actions of citizens in their creative responses
to the problems of everyday life in crowded
places with inadequate or failing infrastructure, and less enamoured of the grand
gestures of politicians and their architect
designers. Some examples are given of where
the two can come together fruitfully in the
‘small is beautiful’ approach of intermediate
technologies, such as the Chilean architect
Alejandro Aravena’s ‘half houses’ which are
developable and adaptable by their inhabitants as funds and family size dictate.

that The URBED Trust is undertaking in the
far South of Tamil Nadu with the SCAD Group
(Social Change and Development) www.
scad.ac.in
Sunand Prasad, founder of Penoyre &
Prasad, and Past President of the RIBA will
chair the event. Contributions from UDG
members Nidhi Bhargava and Jas Bhalla will
set the scene. Brief presentations from Sowmya Parthasarathy (Arups) on what smart
cities need to offer, Rajat Gupta, (Oxford
Brookes University) on research into social
housing, and Nicholas Falk on his recent visit
to Southern India, will pose questions for
discussion.

1. Transport
a. Making public transit more attractive
b.	Improving walking and cycling
c. Managing the growth of car ownership
2. Housing
a.	Stopping urban sprawl
b. Planning sustainable urban extensions
c. Designing and building eco-houses
3.	Public health
a.	Dealing with rubbish and building
conservation
b.	Upgrading water supply and the green
infrastructure
c.	Improving nutrition and well-being
4. Community engagement
a. Managing and extending public spaces
b. Conserving neighbourhood heritage
c.	Supporting community and voluntary
enterprise

Workshops will consider four inter-related
sets of issues:

•

Alexandra Rooke, Development Manager,
UDG

In the evening, at a session hosted by The
URBED Trust, conclusions will be fed back
to those interested in India and the growth
of emerging economies. It will discuss how
Indian and British organisations could work
together.
Places are free and bookable via Eventbrite. If you would like to lead a discussion,
please contact nicholas@urbed.com. For
more information see www.smarterurbanisation.org. The two part event will be
2.30-5.30pm and 6-7.30pm at Marshalls
Design Space, Unit 4, 1st Floor, Compton
Courtyard, 40 Compton Street, London EC1V
0BD (nearest tube stations Farringdon and
Barbican).

•
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Urban Design Library
#21
Life Between Buildings: Using Public
Space, Jan Gehl, (1971) translated
1987

Jan Gehl is an 80 year old Danish architect
and urban designer. Livet Mellom Husene
(The life between the houses) was published
in Danish in 1971 but, remarkably, was not
published in an English translation until
1987. So my generation of urban designers
missed out on an important source of influence during its education.
I would classify Gehl as belonging to a
school of urban design which we might call
behavioural: one which derives its values,
codes and methods from a study of how human beings live and behave. In that same
ideological school we can place books by
Christopher Alexander, Jane Jacobs, Kevin
Lynch, William Whyte, Gordon Cullen, and
the Responsive Environments gang. It is
sometimes called people-centred urban
design, although that term invites the rhetorical riposte of asking what other kind
could there be?
Actually there are other kinds, and if we
wanted to define the behavioural attitude by
its antithesis, we might for example identify
the work of Ricardo Bofill, whose formalistic architecture is illustrated by Gehl. He
comments ‘Life between buildings is both
more relevant and more interesting to look
at in the long run than are any combination
of coloured concrete and staggered building
forms’.
Gehl mirrors Jane Jacobs’ emphasis
on the significance of ordinary quotidian
activity, and also her critique of orthodox
modernism: not because of what it looks
like, but because of its failure to provide
spaces that people can inhabit in sociable
ways. It is ironic that orthodox modernism

was often called functionalism, when in fact
its failure was that it didn’t work. Gehl illustrates several modern developments where,
as a result of the way space is shaped,
people are unlikely to meet: and if they
do, their surroundings are unlikely to make
them want to engage socially.
Enabling people to meet in a sociable way is seen as the essential purpose
of public urban space. Gehl begins with
a classification of outdoor human activity that provides the rationale for the rest
of the book, and which has become one of
the benchmarks of urban design theory,
like Lynch’s legibility. He defines ‘necessary
activities, optional activities’, and ‘social or
resultant activities’. Necessary activities are
those over which we have no choice. We go
to work, we take the children to school, we
visit the GP, and the quality of the environment has little influence over these actions.
On the other hand, optional activities
are much more dependent upon having a
conducive environment. We will sit outside
the corner shop drinking coffee, or sit in the
park reading the newspaper, only if these are
pleasant places to be in. So a well-designed
area will generate more activity in its public
spaces. Social activities can also be called
resultant because they are the consequence
of people being outdoors. They can be the
result of necessary activities, but they are
more likely to be the result of optional activities. At its most basic, social activity can be
just watching other people: a passive act,
but fundamental to urban life. Further up
the scale, it can be exchanging news with a
neighbour or the postman by the front gate,
children playing in the street, or drinkers
smoking and talking outside the pub.
Most of the remainder of the book is
taken up with defining parameters for design
which can encourage social activities to take
place. Some models are found in unplanned
or vernacular settlements, but Gehl cites
many modern examples such as housing by
Ralph Erskine, Siedlung Halen and Dutch
woonerfs. One theme which recurs is the
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importance of the elaborated threshold between public and private space: the front
yard, the porch, the veranda, the stoop.
Gehl employs elements of physiological and psychological science to support
his thesis. He examines the mechanics of
standing and walking, and the ways in which
the human senses of sight, smell and hearing operate to shape our perceptions. For
example, at between 70 and 100m one can
recognise another person’s age and gender,
but a shorter distance is necessary in order
to recognise an individual. These factors
should inform the design of spaces.
Generally, Gehl embodies a very openminded and liberal attitude. The book
occupies similar territory to A Pattern Language, but unlike Alexander, Gehl does not
explicitly specify solutions; he analyses,
and makes suggestions. Occasionally, and
perhaps inevitably, he lapses into spatial determinism, as when he reproduces diagrams
of dubious merit from Oscar Newman’s Defensible Space. But overall, the book is a
statement of faith in human nature, and in
our ability to shape an urban environment
around it.

•

Joe Holyoak, architect and urban designer

Read On
Jan Gehl and Birgitte Svarre, 2013, How
to Study Public Life, Island Press
William Whyte, 1980, The Social Life
of Small Urban Spaces, Project for
Public Spaces
Christopher Alexander, 1978, A Pattern
Language, OUP USA
Oscar Newman, 1972, Defensible Space,
Macmillan
Bentley I et al, 1985, Responsive Environments, Routledge
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My Favourite Plan:
Emily Walsh
Palmanova, as depicted in 1598

Why I like it…

Beautiful, rational but dull….. One of my
favourite books is The City Shaped by Spiro
Kostof, which explores urban patterns
and contains many different and beautiful
representations of urban form throughout
history. One of the plans in this book that
I’ve always been drawn to is Palmanova in
Italy. The town was originally planned and

built in 1593 as a military outpost, part of
the Venetian Republic’s defences against
the Ottoman Empire. The plan is orderly,
intricate and shows a perfectly shaped town
laid out as a nine pointed star, surrounded
by a bastioned wall.
The town had three gates and the streets
from these gates lead directly to the central
town piazza which is hexagonal and was used
as a parade ground. Mercenary troops were
stationed around the edge of the town inside
the wall, with Venetian troops, who were
more trustworthy, closer to the centre where
there was a military zone. Between this
central zone and the bastioned wall was a civilian zone crosscut by streets radiating from
and around the central piazza. Each part of
the town had a clear and rational purpose.
Although this town was established primarily for military defence, those planning it
were also trying to create a model town – a
utopia. The design was intended to promote
the development of a self- sustaining place
with merchants, craftsman and farmers living in social harmony. The snag was that no
one wanted to live there. To persuade people
(who weren’t soldiers) to live in Palmanova
the Venetian Government reputedly ended
up taking the extraordinary step of pardoning prisoners and giving them properties
there.

What to learn from it…

Why though was this the first plan I thought
of when asked to write this piece? Why is
this rationally beautiful plan so seductive?

Possibly because there is something extraordinarily attractive about the idea of order,
patterns and structure that are easily understood. The idea that we can plan rationally,
and through this deliver better places is
still at the heart of a lot of our approaches
to urban planning. However, it often feels
like we over-rationalise, abstract and forget
people; as a consequence we deliver too
many places with ‘the great blight of dullness’ to quote Jane Jacobs. And Palmanova
looks dull. Despite, or perhaps because of
the pretty layout and order, I have no desire
to go there although I’d be interested to hear
from anyone who has.

•

Current position
Associate Director at SYSTRA, the
international engineering and consulting
group specialising in rail (passenger and
freight) and public transport, leading the
Movement and Place team, and developing
SYSTRA’s urban design-led transport
consultancy. Chair of the West Midlands
Urban Design Forum.
Education
Civil Engineering, Leeds University, Urban
Design and Birmingham City University
Specialisms
transport planning, urban design and civil
engineering
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Virtual Reality:
a Tool for Engagement
Amanda Gregor explains how urban designers
can benefit from the technology
Google also shows that the Netherlands
comes up as the top region in terms of interest related to VR: the UK comes sixth.

Community Engagement

1

Until fairly recently I associated the term
virtual reality (VR) with a gaming subculture
that sought escapism in another futuristic
world. I saw VR as an individualistic pursuit,
and the antithesis to urban design. Virtual
reality seemed to be about drawing people
back into a private realm, when we are trying to get them into the public realm. I was
suspicious of the techno-utopian ideals that
were being offered, but how wrong I was...

Virtual Reality and Augmented
Reality

Virtual reality is a technology that produces
a simulation of an environment, with the aim
of creating an immersive experience for the
users while they are in this simulated space.
This means you wear goggles to block out
your surroundings and help to focus your
senses in the simulation. Augmented reality
(AR) however enhances an existing real-life
setting by adding a digital layer to it. The
best way to explain this is the example of
Pokémon Go.
Pokémon Go is arguably the breakthrough game in terms of public awareness
of augmented reality. The location-based
AR game was launched in July 2016 and
saw tens of millions of people walking
round cities trying to catch and train their
Pokémon. Last summer, I sat in a park in
Ghent with friends watching a continuous flow of people, some in groups, some
couples and plenty by themselves walking
through the park, phone in hand. I started

photographing this, which resulted in a collection of photographs that could be a Hans
Eijkelboom tribute. Speaking to a friend’s
child, who is ten years old, I tried to understand how Pokémon Go actually works and
what the significance is between a snorlax
and bulbasaur (I am still working on the latter). However, what I did realise is that this
child’s relationship with the built environment is currently largely understood through
Pokémon Go: the park where he caught his
favourite Pokémon; the building near the
beach is his nearest Pokémon gym; the bit
of space near the park is where his friend
caught a rare Pokémon, etc. Poké-mania
spread rapidly in summer 2016 and continues as updated versions of the game are
released. The game has sparked numerous
debates on how people have reconnected
with their streets, parks and cities.

a Tool for Engagement

What does this mean for us as urban designers? Location-based augmented reality
games are changing the way that people use
and understand space, which has triggered
debates in the media on health, safety and
the use of public space. There are many opportunities here for research and design.
Virtual reality is already being used as
a tool for designers to create more persuasive designs and allowing users to immerse
themselves in the 3D space. A quick review
of Google trends shows the interest in virtual
reality has increased by 78 per cent in 2016.
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In the Netherlands, VR is already being used
as a tool for community engagement. Community consultation and engagement events
have a tendency to attract groups who are
already aware of or involved in planning
processes. By using VR in the consultation
process, it offers an additional way to engage with a wider group of people who may
not be interested in the more conventional
methods of consultation (public meetings,
questionnaires, workshops and newsletters).
When I first used VR to view a visualisation of
a proposed cycle path, I was amazed at how
effective it was at communicating the design. The representation of space through VR
is much more aligned to the way we actually
understand space, as users can experience
movement in 3D space, and gives a much
stronger sense of depth and height (my tip
for when you first try it: look at your feet).

Design Feedback

Communication is a key part of consultation
and engagement processes, and therefore
it is crucial that it is clear and effective. We
are all too familiar with maps and frameworks that depict linkages, connectivity and
nodal points through a series of blobs and
arrows. But how clear are these blobs and
arrows for the general public? An example of
trying a different approach was community
engagement on the renewal of a sewer system and streetscape project undertaken by
Witteveen+Bos in Haarlem, the Netherlands.
The Zaanenstraat is a main road in the
city of Haarlem, which recently required the
renewal of its sewer system. The street is
narrow and struggles to deal with current
traffic levels. The existing car parking spaces are tight, and when people open their
doors, they step out onto a cycle path. There
are two nursery and two primary schools
nearby, and a few years ago there was a
road accident involving a child. Therefore
the design of a new sewer system, road and
public realm had to address many existing
conflicts.
The project managers decided to make
their design decisions visible at this early
stage of the project, so stakeholders could
highlight concerns as soon as possible.
Preliminary designs were done in 2D and
from this were made into a 3D model. In the

viewpoint 7

1 Pokémon Go players in Citadelpark,
Ghent 2016. Photograph by Amanda
Gregor
2 A screenshot of one of the VR design
solutions for the Zaanenstraat project
in Haarlem. Image by Witteveen+Bos
3 A screenshot of the Experience
the Vestdijk in Eindhoven with
questions in the simulation. Image by
Witteveen+Bos

model, it was possible to show the different scenarios for the road design and how
it would look and feel in the future. It also
clearly illustrated why design decisions
had been made and why certain objectives
were not feasible as they would compromise
safety and functionality. After a positive response from the municipality, the 3D model
was transferred into a full VR experience
with headsets. This was exhibited during a
community meeting in November 2016. The
user experience was personalised by letting
each attendee enter their house number into
the model and then they would begin the
simulation from their front door.
Interestingly this consultation attracted around 100 attendees, of whom 30 per
cent were more than 35 years old, and 70
per cent were older than 50. The feedback
was that the majority of attendees were not
able to read the 2D designs, but understood
the 3D design, and the residents’ feedback
was constructive and detailed, instead of
being oppositional or indifferent. Some included questions such as: can we have some
rubbish bins in the street, or widen the footpath, or use elms instead of chestnut trees?
Safety concerns were addressed by walking
through the 3D model to see the road crossings and sightlines.
After the meeting, the municipality was
complemented by residents through social
media, and follow-up meetings were arranged to inform residents on how their
feedback and comments were used.

Building Conversations in
Eindhoven

Another example of how the Dutch are using
VR as a tool for engagement is by determining the needs of a project before any design
solutions have been developed. Eindhoven
municipality are using a VR model to assist
in identifying solutions for their ‘Experience
the Vestdijk’ project ( www.beleefdevestdijk.
nl ). The aims of this project are to mitigate
air pollution, reduce motorised traffic,
increase space for pedestrians and cyclists,
and enhance greenery in the area.
On the project website there are 360
degree views of each location. Respondents can give their feedback to questions
proposed within the simulation of the built
environment, i.e. this path is for cycling,
how do you see it looking? Is there enough
greenery here? The website also allows
people to add their own ideas. This web
platform is used in parallel with three more

2

3

conventional consultation evenings to introduce more people to the consultation
process. To enhance its flexibility, people
can respond through the website when it
suits them, so that they are not tied to attending an event at a specific time and
place. However, when attendees do come to
engagement events, it is possible to try out
the simulation with a VR headset and controllers making it even more interactive.
In this case, the web platform received
350 comments, each of which received a
personal response, strengthening the feedback loop with stakeholders. Consultation
evenings received constructive feedback, as
stakeholders had used the web platform to
research the project beforehand. A survey
was sent to measure people’s emotional responses to the project which received 1,000
responses, of which 83 per cent agreed on
the design problem; 60 per cent agreed on
a solution; and, the current government was
commended by stakeholders in their overall
approach.
When submitting comments, the respondents were asked for their postcode,
occupation and relationship to the area,
so patterns of opinions could be established between the different stakeholders.
This information was filed, categorised and
evaluated in a database which created both
qualitative stakeholder feedback, but also
quantitative stakeholder information. This

process created trust, transparency, understanding and reliability for all parties
involved.

Review of VR

Using VR can be an effective tool for the different stages of engagement and consultation. However, like all engagement tools
it needs to be part of a tool kit to ensure
a broad and varied approach to engagement. VR offers the potential to reach a
more varied group of stakeholders, specifically younger generations. Users have more
flexibility as VR is not a tool that is just
limited for use at engagement meetings.
You can interact and give feedback at any
time using a simple cardboard headset and
your smartphone. For the client, it may be a
higher upfront cost than more conventional
engagement methods, but it can identify
conflicts quicker, and as technologies develop, costs will decrease. For the designers,
once the 3D model has been built, designs
can be easily updated. Using VR sets a
strong foundation for a vision-led approach
to urban design and planning. It is also a
really fun way to improve communication
about urban design to the people who will
be using the spaces.

•

Amanda Gregor, urban designer,
Witteveen+Bos UK, based in London
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The Impact of Business
Improvement Districts
Peter Williams shows how an area of Southwark
is being improved

1

The major political events of 2016 are being
interpreted as a protest against globalisation, the power of large corporations, and
the concentration of power and resource in
fewer hands. Across the developed world
public services are under increasing pressure and growing numbers of the population
are complaining that they aren’t sharing in
the proceeds of growth. It is evident that a
debate is overdue at the macro level.
What is happening through Business
Improvement Districts (BIDs) and other initiatives at the local level can feed into that
debate. BIDs operate within a defined area in
which a levy is charged on all business ratepayers, to fund a programme of projects and
services, which will benefit businesses in the
local area. They have been operating globally for more than 30 years and across the
UK for over a decade.
A BID gives businesses the means of
identifying and funding priorities for the
place where they are located. They are a
powerful tool for directly involving local
businesses in local activities and allowing
the business community, local authorities
and other stakeholders to work together
to improve the local environment. Through
aligning the interests of these different sectors BIDs can realise new forms of resource
to aid cities’ liveability.

manifesto of measures that are additional to
services provided by the local authority. The
subsequent levy raised on businesses in that
area must then be spent within that area on
a programme identified by the board, which
includes owners of local businesses large
and small.
The initial focus of a BID is often to deliver more of the clean, green and safe services
that improve the local trading environment.
As BIDs mature these core services widen
to encompass everything from corporate
social responsibility projects and employee
engagement events, to strategies for urban
realm, air quality and public art.
Like many other BIDs, Better Bankside
has long acknowledged the complexity of
the neighbourhood in which we operate.
This begs the question of how we as a Business Improvement District can respond to
the needs of both businesses who pay the
levy and the broader interests of residents
and others in the local community. Part of
our response has been the inclusion and engagement of community and resident groups
at board level. Developing a more inclusive
model that identifies common cause for
businesses and residents has had undoubted
success on Bankside.

Establishing a BID

Through collaboration with a range of
stakeholders, BIDs can be at the forefront of
urban regeneration and governance.

To establish a BID, the majority of businesses
in a defined area must vote to support a

BIDs fostering urban
regeneration
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Here at Better Bankside we are working with partners including Network Rail to
realise the ambition of the Low Line. This
long-term project recognises the impact
railway viaducts have had across this neighbourhood and finds a new opportunity to
link and carve out creative and commercial
spaces. In the past the viaducts have been
a barrier to footfall and to business activity in Bankside. Through transforming the
public and private realm alongside them,
and opening up a pedestrian walkway that
encourages greater exploration across the
neighbourhood, we can turn these Victorian
structures from a threat to an opportunity.
The project is already gaining traction,
with inspiring new public spaces, a new food
and music hub in railway arches at Flat Iron
Square, and a home to two theatres and
several new restaurants at Old Union Yard
Arches. As well as bringing new names to
the neighbourhood, opening up these previously inaccessible stretches and increasing
pedestrian footfall supports our strategy of
driving social and economic activity away
from a crowded riverside, while increasing
the supply of space to give small, independent businesses the opportunity to thrive. In
particular, as we see more creative industries moving to Bankside, the railway arches
offer unique spaces in which to work.
The Low Line shows how we can positively change both physical structures and
commercial perception here. As a model it
has the potential to be replicated in viaducts

viewpoint 9
1 The Low Line from Borough Market
to Southwark Station.
Image by Gort Scott Architects
2 Visualisation of the Low Line.
Image by Gort Scott Architects
3 The Southwark Road entrance
to Flat Iron Square
4 The Cyclorama sculpture by
Rachel Wilberforce on Union Yard’s Old
Union Arches viaduct, Union Street,
commissioned by Network Rail, with
Southwark Council and Better Bankside.
Photograph by Rachel Wilberforce

across London and beyond, but while the
market’s interest in repurposing under-performing spaces is important, the project’s
real success is rooted in its underlying conceptual steer, and partners who share a
distinctive vision for the Low Line from tenant mix to design solutions that will open up
the heart of Bankside.

The growth of BIDs

Looking back at 16 years at Better Bankside,
it is clear that the BID model can play an
important role in fostering development that
is more appropriate to the context, forward
thinking, and sensitive to its impacts on
both businesses and residents. Standards
are rising, if not as consistently as we would
hope. But have BIDs had the same impact
nationally?
An analysis of the growth of BIDs since
their inception in 2005 shows that their
spatial spread has been incredibly uneven.
The different levels of financial and moral
support from local, regional and national
governments has played a part in this. But
this begs a second question as to why this
has been so variable. London has over 50
BIDs and Scotland has been quick on the
uptake, but other areas such as the North
West and, until relatively recently, Wales
and Northern Ireland, have been less enthusiastic. Why have some locales been much
quicker to adopt this mechanism?
Are we approaching peak BIDs? Personally I suspect not. But the next generation of
BIDs must carefully consider the fundamentals of the concept. It will not be enough just
to import successful projects and services
from elsewhere. Programmes must be firmly
based on a full understanding of place and
local conditions, and the mechanisms that
deliver these programmes made fully fit for
that purpose.
If we can avoid the dangers of standardisation while achieving the efficiencies
of operations that maturity can bring, then
the BID model can grow further both in London and in other urban areas across the UK
and Europe, encouraging and facilitating
economic growth and positively impacting
on businesses and those living and working
there.

2

3

•

Peter Williams, CEO, Better Bankside
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Preserving Slave Island
Gihan Karunaratne describes Sri Lanka’s Slave Island
communities in Colombo

boundaries of private and public space.
Change in levels, materials, colours, textures
and community surveillance begin to define
spatial boundaries and personal territory.
In many houses washing is hung outside to
create an invisible psychological barrier or
separation of public from private space.

HOUSING ARRANGEMENTS

1

As you walk along the narrow streets of this
meandering labyrinth, it encompasses all of
the senses from rich vibrant colours, smells,
a symphony of noise and sounds from picklesellers’ chants, chatting mothers, to children
playing cricket on improvised spaces. This
is not an ordinary neighbourhood, it is a
contrasting community which services the
great city of Colombo, a nucleus of this
urban tissue.
It comprises small businesses and
schools, dotted with religious buildings,
a mixture of dwellings from ad-hoc incremental shanty-type construction to three
and four storey middle class housing. These
are public and private spaces designed and
built by non-architects, where form truly
follows function – an example of utilitarian
architecture.

PUBLIC PRIVATE SPACE

Spatial tectonics, typology, or spatial formation define what is public or private space.
Physical territories regulate and prescribe
the spatial experience and also control the
emotional, social, and temporal existence of
such a neighbourhood. It makes us question
the character, tradition, and artistic life of
these self-built improvised environments.
The populations of such communities are

constantly shifting, their limits are porous
and their very survival is ambiguous due to
proposed development and clearance. Given
such uncertainty, a strong community spirit,
and religious and ethnic links between the
occupiers tie this community together. A
resilient community, family structure and
harmony among social classes characterise
neighbourhoods like these. The people are
socially and economically integrated within
their urban context.
In a place of such informal urbanism,
communities and settlements unfold over
generations because of the history and the
immediate connections to the city. They are
legally insecure and infringe on current planning and building codes and land tenure.
They are in legal limbo.
Most of the residents are employed
within close proximity of the site with a varied income and occupations, from tuk-tuk
drivers, day labourers, to key government
council workers and middle to upper income
businessmen. There is generally a high level
of employment for mostly small cottage industries such as paper-bag making, coconut
scraping, and handicraft to tuk-tuk repair
workshops.
The complexity and ambiguity of these
public and private spaces question the
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Given such cramped spatial conditions,
individual and personal space is far less
compared to conventional contemporary
urban places. In general the community
consists of three housing typologies: a single
family unit, and extended family unit and a
shop-house unit.
The typical spatial arrangement of an
extended family dwelling can be seen as you
enter the front of the house: with no natural
daylight and inadequate ventilation there is
a living room, an enclosed bedroom in the
middle, a kitchen, and a toilet located at the
rear of the house. A typical house plan area
is approximately 45sqm in size. Two parents,
two children and living grandparents will live
in a typical dwelling, and in extreme cases
up to three generations of one family occupy
the dwelling.
It is fascinating to observe how each
family member occupies space in the public and private areas. There is an order and
unwritten rule that when the females of the
house need to change their clothes or chat
privately, all of the men leave the house and
wait outside; it is momentarily transformed
into a feminine space.
During the day, many residents sit outside their homes on plastic chairs due to the
lack of natural light, inadequate ventilation
and heat building up inside. As most dwellings have private sanitations, few still share
the low quality public sanitary faculties.
But some parts of the settlements are
deprived of basic amenities such as clean
public washing, bathing facilities and adequate infrastructure for sanitation. As in
other similar housing typologies in Colombo,
the residents refer to the settlement as ‘our
community’ and take offence when outsiders
refer to them as slums or shanties.

EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY

Many of the alleyways along the 57 main
streets are guarded by elderly grandparents
during the day, and it appears safe from illicit activities. Most afternoons and evenings
young children convene and have Sinhala,
Tamil and Maths tuition classes in a chosen

viewpoint 11

1 Urban space, Slave Island,
Colombo
2 Narrow corridors, low
rise, high density and highly
walkable
3 Private tuition – students’
shoes outside an informal
classroom. Photograph by
Professor Samuel Hammer

4 Community pocket – informal
agriculture/garden
5 Ad-hoc, make-shift architecture:
the roof is constructed from a
salvaged vinyl advertising banner.
6 Hanging laundry used to separate
public and private spaces
7 Slave Island, Colombo
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4
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private residence. As many as 30 children’s
shoes can be seen outside.
Apart from the low-tech environment,
the young are generally technically savvy
and almost everyone has a smart phone.
They are constantly updating Facebook or
Instagram pages and uploading videos on
YouTube. Although the majority can speak a
basic level of English, most people’s native
language is either Singhalese or Tamil. The
majority of children attend Colombo’s leading government schools and a number of
them attend international schools.

PLANNED CHANGE

Today, the local authority and the Urban
Development Authority plan to reclaim this
land for prime commercial development,
pushing the inhabitants out to newly built
high-rise council apartments. The local and
central government policies are able to justify this because some of the occupants have
no legal ownership to the property. Most of
the residents worry about their survival after
such changes.
It can be argued that we should preserve such rich diverse communities and
their architectural character. Their organic
spatial configuration and self-built architecture possess parallels similar to many
medieval European city models and layouts.
For architects, students, urban planners as
well as social anthropologists, Slave Island
is a deeply historical example of incremental
prototypical urban morphology.

•

Gihan Karunaratne, Director of Architecture,
Colombo Art Biennale 2016, Colombo
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Health and Urban Design:
The Unfolding Story
Rachel Toms recounts her road to enlightenment, finding the
evidence on the way

T

he British Social Attitudes survey (2014) found that 89 per
cent of adults in Great Britain support a national health
system that is tax-funded, free at the point of use and
provides comprehensive care for all citizens. In essence, this is
because people want to be healthy. People want themselves and
others – regardless of how much money they have, or where
they live – to not suffer with disease. People want those with
power and influence to create structures and systems, and to use
money wisely, to prevent and cure disease. As urban designers,
we have some power and influence in relation to health. This
issue of Urban Design looks at how we can play our part in preventing people from suffering with disease. But first, a personal
story…
A new mission
It is August 2014 and I have a new job at the Design Council. By
September, I’ve inherited a programme championing physical
activity through the built environment – Active by Design.
As I read about it and attend events, I realise how much
ill-health, physical and mental, is caused or made worse by
sedentary lifestyles, and how places where people rely on cars to
get around effectively design inactivity into people’s lives. Some
people overcome this by going to the gym, mountain biking or
playing football, but massive numbers of people don’t – inactivity is hardwired into the places where people live in and use.
We sit to travel to work, to learn at school and to wind down in
front of the TV, and the tough reality is that it all contributes to
cancers, strokes, diabetes and dementia.
As the weeks unfold, I learn that physical inactivity kills more
people in the UK each year than smoking, and the NHS spends
almost £1 billion a year treating its effects. The lack of physical
activity is estimated to cost the overall UK economy £7.4 billion
each year. Don’t we end up spending more on treating illness
when people live longer? I read that this is only the case when
people have multiple long-term health conditions. Without preventable diseases, people would live longer and in better health,
and the cost of treating the non-preventable decline of older
age would be much lower. In this issue of Urban Design, Kevin
Fenton and colleagues at Public Health England show graphically
why we need to create healthier places and what is being done
nationally to achieve this.
Over the months, I build links with other organisations and
learn about public health: the art and science of preventing the
preventable. I learn about health inequality as almost all health
problems affect the poor more than the rich, and many choices
that boost health, like going to a gym, are easier for the affluent
to make.
Looking at the evidence, I realise how lucky I am to be able
to cycle to work – the benefits of the physical activity outweigh
the effects of air pollution – but it would be nice if my route
smelt and tasted less like an exhaust pipe. I’m speaking at events,
so I collect information and examples to present the case for
designing physical activity into buildings, streets and public
spaces. People are keen for more and in fact there is more to say;
the built environment does not just need to encourage activity,
it needs to do other things to tackle preventable disease. In her
article, Laurence Carmichael summarises some of the evidence

on health and place, and provides useful
pointers on how to use this and to inform
future research.
In December 2014, based on what
I have learnt, I expand the scope of the
Active by Design programme to ‘healthy
placemaking’: creating places that fully
play their part in the mission to avoid preventable disease, through design. Mental
health is as much a concern as physical
health, but as in the world of healthcare
treatment, it can get side-lined. Layla
McCay’s article explains how urban design
can increase or decrease the mental
distress that contributes to many mental
health conditions.
On my way to work, I now see a boy,
who looks about 12, cycling to school. In
the eleven years I have been cycling to
various offices in this city, he is only the
third youngster I’ve seen using the carriageway on a bike in the rush hour. How
ridiculous that we’ve created an environment – whether it’s physical or cultural
– in which there are so few kids for whom
cycling to school is the first choice.
Seizing the opportunity
January 2015: I manage to get hold of
some funding – quite a coup these days,
and invest in developing materials to run
training sessions on healthy placemaking, and to collate a set of case studies.
These are examples of healthy places and
projects in the UK, to show that it can be
done, and what characterises a healthy
place. Working with Design Council’s
Built Environment Experts, by the end
of March we have 30 case studies, eight
of which are strong examples with great
photos, and a foundation for training.
I get a standing desk in the office,
so I mainly stand when I’m using the
computer and sit down in meetings. This
was prompted by a back issue I’ve had for
years and by my recent learning curve on
how bad sitting all day is for you, even if
you do a decent amount of exercise. At
first I feel a bit foolish, being the only person standing in the office, but I’m more
energised and engaged: my body and my
brain don’t end up slumping.

1 Cathedral Gardens,
Leicester

Walking the walk
Slicing in and out of my other duties (I’m
also developing our design advice services
to clients), I look at more research into
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health and the physical environment. It’s all pointing towards
walkable places, or more accurately places where walking is the
first choice for getting around. Compact, mixed use neighbourhoods are also part of the story, places where people walk to the
shops, doctor’s or playground. In terms of green infrastructure,
the answer is as you’d expect is: leafy streets, parks and parklets
that are easy to reach, enable a range of activities for people of
all ages and abilities, and are well-maintained.
How do I feel about my favourite mode of travel not being at
the top of the list for creating healthy places? I have to go with
the evidence, and walking comes out as the most health-boosting
activity that we can design into people’s everyday lives, particularly in deprived areas where stresses, preventable diseases and
healthcare demands are high and money is tight. What about
people with mobility problems? The answer is a given: walkable
places have to enable people of all physical abilities to use neighbourhood facilities, and to get the positive social contact that is
also such an important part of good health. In her article, Lucy
Saunders talks about the role of streets in supporting healthy
lives, the ingredients for a healthy street.
And what about the most tranquil places to live in the country – leafy villages – aren’t they good for health? The greenery
is definitely beneficial, as are country walks and having a social
network around you. But wherever you are, having to drive
everywhere really doesn’t help. Inactivity increases a person’s
likelihood of developing type 2 diabetes, heart disease and
depression, and journeys, however short, are the best opportunity for most of the population to be active as part of everyday
life. Car journeys contribute to diseases triggered or worsened
by poor air quality, including asthma, heart disease and lung cancer. They also increase inequality: poorer people generate less
air pollution but suffer from it more, because they are less likely
to own a car and more likely to live in the cheaper, less appealing
places where traffic is concentrated. And of course we now know
that diesel cars emit higher levels of toxins than we previously
thought.
What about public transport? Evidence shows that a routine
walk to and from the bus stop or train station makes people slimmer and healthier, and the congestion and air quality effects are
much less per kilometre travelled than for journeys by private
car. What about electric cars? Better in terms of local air pollution, but no different in relation to congestion or the damaging
effects of time spent sitting. None of this is new information
but we’re not acting on it properly in the way that we create and
transform places. In their article Dr Eime Tobari and Nicholas
Francis show how spatial analysis can shed light on walkability in
relation to jobs and services.
There are public health priorities that the built environment
does not have a strong influence on, like reducing smoking and
Urban Design ― spring 2017 ― Issue 142

3
2 Bradford’s City Park
Centenary Square
3 The four functions of
good health

increasing breast-feeding. In relation to
the health issues that we do influence,
I look at how urban design can help to
reduce levels of preventable disease.
Drawing on the evidence, we create a
graphic that shows the top four functions
of good health, physical and mental, that
can be designed into the physical environment to make healthy behaviours an integral part of daily life. All people need these
functions to be healthy, regardless of
their age, background or level of affluence
so we advocate building these functions
into the places – buildings, streets, public
spaces and neighbourhoods – that people
use as a matter of course. I test the four
functions with public health professionals and healthy placemaking specialists
to make sure they work from a range of
perspectives.
Talking the talk
It is summer 2015 and I am speaking
about healthy placemaking at many
events. I use the case studies to show how
other project drivers, like boosting a local
economy, can go hand-in-hand with creating a healthy place. And when I show the
four functions diagram, people always get
their phones out to take a photo of it.
At the same time, NHS England
launches its Healthy New Towns programme to help housebuilders, local
authorities and housing associations put
health at the heart of new communities. 21
months later, ten demonstrator sites are
busy joining up prevention, placemaking,
health care and social care, as Danny
McDonnell explains in his article. Another
organisation that has made strides in
creating a greener, healthier city is Bristol
City Council. George Ferguson talks
about the steps he took to design health
into people’s lives when he was the city’s
Mayor.
In November 2015 I get a new boss.
I talk him through the issues relating to
healthy placemaking and the aims of the
Active by Design programme. He seems

Topic 15
Some specialists suggest adding a fifth
function to the four we have been using
as a framework for healthy placemaking.
The fifth function relates to an environment that is free from pollution in terms
of air, water, soil, noise, vibration and
debris, all of which can affect people’s
health. In some parts of the housing
market in the UK, poor ventilation and
heating indoors are a significant risk to
health . And in parts of many cities, outdoor air quality is frequently unsafe, noise
levels are harmful, and dirty litter-strewn
streets contribute to poor mental wellbeing and discourage walking.
In December 2016, I enter a competition to win a research project. I submit a
bid to use surveys to uncover what stops
built environment professionals from
creating healthy places. The aim is to then

4

keen and I’m eager to make the most of his enthusiasm. We start
by sharing the speaking engagements on creating healthy places
and he makes the glaring point: it’s all totally common sense, so
why aren’t we doing it? At the same time, we are asked to advise
on new guidance on creating healthy places that other organisations are preparing to publish. There is some good content
coming through although in the UK we do not yet have a single
repository of practical tools that professionals can use, as they do
in the USA and Australia. I meet lots of people who are passionate
about the subject, from different professions and a big range of
organisations. Everyone talks about the need to create healthier
places and the frustration of seeing car-orientated streets and
edge-of-town sprawl continuing to be built.
One of those people is Graham Marshall of Prosocial Place,
who uses evidence to show how hostile places lead to hostile
behaviour, and to advocate for more humane streets and
neighbourhoods. In his article, Graham talks about the inspiring achievements of the city of Yangzhou in China in creating a
healthy environment for its citizens.
My route to work is definitely still in the hostile category, with
lumps, bumps and holes in the road; big trucks accelerating and
turning centimetres away from my handlebars; and car bumpers
pulling up unnervingly close to my shins. The alignment of a lot of
motorbikes’ exhaust pipes – angled upwards and pointing directly
at my mouth when they’re in front of me at traffic lights – is
getting particularly unpleasant. And I’m noting a few things en
route, like the cars and trucks blocking the pedestrian crossings
used by children walking to their primary school. Seemingly, it
feels like a good idea to drive onto the crossing when the lights
are green, even though you might be stuck there when they turn
red, and when there’s a five-year-old, a toddler in a buggy and a
flustered parent, all getting rained on and waiting to cross. Some
cyclists also do unhelpful things, like giving pedestrians a fright
by slicing past them when the green man is lit. I wonder what role
the design of the junction and the signals plays in making this
unfriendly behaviour feel right.
Doors closing…and opening
In January 2016 we bid for a piece of work on creating healthy
places and I work until 3am finishing the tender. The lack of sleep
and the cold cycle home set off a muscle issue that takes weeks of
physiotherapy to sort out. Maybe I need to take this health thing
more seriously. We don’t win the bid and it feels like a real setback.
We are recruiting practitioners to join our network of Built
Environment Experts (BEEs) and a good number of specialists
in public health and planning or design apply. This gives us a
strong cohort of experts in healthy placemaking and I am looking
forward to drawing on their skills to provide advice and support
to clients.

Walking comes out as
the most health-boosting
activity that we can design
into people’s everyday
lives, particularly in
deprived areas where
stresses, preventable
diseases and healthcare
demands are high and
money is tight
tackle the main causes of unhealthy placemaking. Three other people in the office
have now got standing desks too – great
to see it catching on. And I read the news
with interest: higher levels of traffic correspond with higher rates of dementia, a
condition that people particularly fear as
they get older. My home and my commute
to work must make me high-risk.
Come the New Year and I’m devising a
system that will make healthy placemaking central to the advice and support
that we give our clients. Then we win the
competition for a research project so I’m
delighted. The research includes a survey
on what professionals are doing, and are
prevented from doing, to create healthy
places.
Right now, this Urban Design issue
on health has some important, practical
pointers on using design to make healthy
behaviours and experiences integral to
people’s everyday lives. You may wish not
to sit down to read it. (See designcouncil.
org.uk/healthy-places to take part and to
receive the findings.)

•

Rachel Toms, guest topic editor and Insights
and Standards Manager, Cities Programme,
Design Council.
4 Cathedral Gardens,
Leicester
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Designing the Healthy
Environment
Kevin Fenton, Carl Petrokofsky and Rachel Hunter explain Public
Health England’s strategy
Public health springs from the
attempts by social reformers and others
to address poor health in 19th century cities, largely caused by infectious diseases
that arose from the terrible conditions,
squalor, poor housing, overcrowding
and poor sanitation that followed early
industrialisation and urbanisation. In the
UK the need to tackle infectious diseases
wrought by poor living conditions in
cities is largely a thing of the past due to
the work of planners, urban designers and
public health professionals working in
partnership throughout the late 19th and
early 20th centuries.

1

It is widely acknowledged that the quality of life, prosperity, health and wellbeing of an individual is heavily
influenced by the ‘place’ in which they live or work.
(House of Lords, 2016)

T

ake a walk down any city street or town in this country
and observe the buildings, roads and parks, and how
people are using these spaces individually, or with family
and or friends. Does the street environment inspire you to take
a walk? Can you cycle around the neighbourhood? Are healthy
choices being promoted, for example with shops selling fresh
fruit and vegetables? Or is there a lot of noise and traffic congestion? Is the parkland scruffy and unmanaged? These are all
things that can impact the health and wellbeing of people.
What is public health?
The Faculty of Public Health defines public health as ‘The science and art of promoting and protecting health and well-being,
preventing ill-health and prolonging life through the organised
efforts of society’. In other words, public health is about creating
the conditions in which people can live healthy lives for as long
as possible and working with those who can help make this
happen.
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1 Barton and Grant’s
diagram illustrating
how health and
wellbeing are
determined by age,
sex, genetic heredity,
lifestyle, behaviour, and
location on the Planet.

Modern health challenges
Today, our success and increasing
prosperity as a nation has significantly
changed both the structure of the
population and the types of diseases it
faces. Increased wealth, improved living
conditions and better healthcare have
resulted in a decline in mortality and
infectious diseases, especially in early
childhood. Consequently deaths from
communicable diseases associated with
19th century squalor, such as tuberculosis, have significantly declined. Instead,
non-communicable diseases such as
coronary heart disease or cancer cause
the large majority of avoidable deaths in
the UK. Other diseases associated with
ageing, such as musculo-skeletal diseases
like arthritis, cause significant disability,
distress and pain.
With the decline of infectious diseases
in early childhood and improved health
and care services, people are living longer
and we have an increasingly ageing
population. As a society we have a clear
challenge both to recognise and to fully
realise the contribution that older people
can and do make to the workforce, the
economy and within communities. From
a public health perspective, there is an
opportunity to maximise healthy life for
this ageing population, which must begin
in their earlier years.
The priority here is addressing the
inequality of health outcomes between
the most and the least disadvantaged
people in England. For example, life
expectancy for men born in the most
affluent area of the country is more than
nine years longer than for those born in
the most deprived area; for women the
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Current data for England shows that:
Nearly a third of children aged 2 to 15
are overweight or obese, and younger
generations are becoming obese at earlier
ages and staying obese for longer
Obesity doubles the risk of dying
prematurely
Obese adults are seven times more
likely to become type 2 diabetics which
may cause blindness or limb amputation,
than are adults of a healthy weight
Obese people are more likely to get
physical health conditions like heart
disease, and more likely to be living with
mental health conditions like depression.

•
•
•

In short, reducing obesity levels will
save lives. The next graph shows obesity
prevalence for children at reception age
and in Year 6 mapped against where they
live, as measured by the Index of Multiple
Deprivation. It illustrates that children
living in the most deprived communities
are most likely to be overweight or obese,
compared to those in less deprived communities. There is more than a twofold
difference in obesity rates between the
least and most deprived communities. As
the government’s childhood obesity plan
says, ‘Obesity is a complex problem with
many drivers, including our behaviour,
environment, genetics and culture’.

2

3

difference is seven years. Both sexes experience an even greater
gap for ‘healthy life expectancy’ – an estimate of how many years
they might live in good health – between those living in the most
and least deprived areas. Put another way, if the levels of health
in the worst performing regions in England matched the best
performing ones, then England would have one of the lowest
burdens of disease in the world.
Importantly, those living in the most deprived communities
also experience poorer mental health. In fact, the Global Burden
of Disease (GBD) study demonstrates that mental illness is the
largest single cause of disability and represents 23 per cent of the
national disease burden in the UK.
The GBD study is a worldwide observational epidemiological
study that describes mortality and morbidity from major diseases, injuries and risk factors to health at global, national and
regional levels. The study demonstrates the impact on health of
poor diet, obesity, lack of exercise, smoking, high blood pressure
and too much alcohol. These risk factors are associated with a
wide range of disabling and life-threatening diseases that are
affecting large numbers of people in the UK today.
The bar chart illustrates the percentage of risk factors
attributable to the total disease burden as measured in Disability
Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) across a range of diseases. Childhood obesity provides a useful illustration of the link between
deprivation and health. Being significantly overweight or obese
carries significant risks throughout life.

Preventable diseases: the
causes
The proportion of preventable deaths can
be attributed to different factors, and yet
healthcare services contribute only 10 per
cent to reductions in overall premature
death. Thus to make significant reductions in premature death we need to
address other factors including the environment, behaviour and lifestyle choices.
We also know that urban design, although
not specifically mentioned above, can
have a huge impact on all of these factors.
Barton and Grant’s diagram illustrates
how health and wellbeing are determined
by a complex interaction between:
Person – who you are: your age, sex,
genetic heredity
Behaviour – what you do: your lifestyle
and behaviours such as smoking, taking
drugs, keeping active, having a job, education and social networks
Place – where you live: whether your
physical environment support you to stay
healthy
Planet – where you don’t live: global
environmental conditions that may affect
your health, such as climate change.

•
•
•
•
2 The healthy life
expectancy between
those living in the most
and least deprived
areas
3 The percentage of
risk factors attributable
to the total disease
burden as measured in
Disability Adjusted Life
Years (DALYs) across a
range of diseases

In other words, good health and wellbeing are about much more than healthcare.
A good start in life, education, decent
work and housing and strong, supportive
relationships all play a major part.
Economic prosperity is integral
to closing the gap in health outcomes
between the poorest and the most
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4

guided busway and cycling infrastructure
has significantly increased the numbers
of people cycling and using active modes
of travel, which all increase physical activity. In other words, people who did not
previously cycle on crowded roads with
traffic felt inclined to get on their bikes
and cycle when appropriate infrastructure was provided. The study is part of an
emerging evidence base demonstrating
that providing appropriate infrastructure
for people travelling to work is essential
in achieving truly significant modal shifts
away from cars to walking and cycling.
The design of roads and transport
networks has had significant impacts on
health and wellbeing, from road collisions to traffic noise and the increasingly
recognised effects of air pollution. There
are also wider impacts on communities
such as the disruption of social networks,
which are in turn so important for health
and wellbeing.
A recent study in Bristol by Hart
and Pankhurst found that the number
of friends and acquaintances reported
by residents was significantly lower on
streets with higher volumes of motor
traffic. Thus the dislocation of neighbourhoods or ‘community severance’ by traffic
has significant impacts both directly and
indirectly on health and wellbeing. And
there is a further deprivation angle to
this, for we know that:
Children living in the 10 per cent most
deprived wards in the country are four
times more likely to be hit by a car than
children living in the 10 per cent least
deprived.
66 per cent of all carcinogenic chemicals are released in the 10 per cent most
deprived areas in the country.
People living in the most deprived
areas are 10 times less likely to live in the
greenest areas; and the most affluent 20
per cent of wards in England have five
times the amount of parks or general
green space compared with the most
deprived 10 per cent of wards.
Green Infrastructure: The recent WHO
study Urban green spaces and health – a
review of evidence (2016) concluded that
urban green spaces provide many public
health benefits through diverse pathways,
such as psychological relaxation and
stress reduction, enhanced physical
activity, and mitigation of exposure to
air pollution, excessive heat, and noise.
Urban green spaces particularly offer
health benefits for economically deprived
communities, children, pregnant women
and senior citizens. It is essential that
all populations have adequate access to
green space, including small, local green
spaces very close to where people live and
spend their day, as well as larger green
spaces.

•
•
•

5

affluent. It can create jobs for local people, bring benefits to their
children, help their family to stay well and as people get older,
help them to live at home for longer. Public Health England’s
physical activity strategy, Everybody Active Every Day notes that
adults are over 20 per cent less active now than they were in the
1960s. At current rates we are predicted to be 35 per cent less
active by 2030.
Physical inactivity is responsible for 1 in 6 UK deaths and
for up to 40 per cent of many long-term conditions. It has been
estimated that nearly 37,000 deaths per year could be avoided
through increased physical activity. Indeed, physical inactivity
costs the nation’s economy an estimated £7.4bn every year.
Place, behaviour and health
There is a complex interplay between behaviour and place.
Environments can, for example:
promote physical activity in everyday life, such as walking or
cycling, which which can help people maintain a healthy weight
facilitate easy access to healthy, affordable food
promote active travel, fewer injuries, connected neighbourhoods, cleaner air, and economic development.

•
••

The design of neighbourhoods and urban centres can have a
significant impact on the way that people behave. For example, a
recent study in Cambridgeshire has found that the provision of a
Urban Design ― spring 2017 ― Issue 142
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4 The obesity
prevalence for children
at reception age
(Year 0) and in Year 6
mapped against where
they live as measured
by the Index of Multiple
Deprivation
5 The proportion of
preventable deaths
attributable to different
factors
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Public Health England and local authorities
Public Health England (PHE) was established in April 2013.
PHE is the expert national public health agency that fulfils the
Secretary of State’s statutory duty to protect health and address
inequalities, and executes his power to promote the health and
wellbeing of the nation. It works closely with national and local
government, the NHS, industry, academia, the public and the
voluntary and community sector to seek improvements in the
public’s health.
At the same time, local authorities were given lead responsibility for public health; local Directors of Public Health and
their teams were transferred from the NHS to local government
to support this function. Local authorities lead on place-based
health planning by hosting local health and wellbeing boards
bringing together local partners to prepare a joint strategic
assessment of health needs and commissioning services to meet
those needs.
Healthy People, Healthy Places Programme
PHE recognises that the built and natural environment are major
determinants of health and wellbeing across the life course and
can determine the establishment of social networks, the location
and quality of housing, and human exposure to air and noise pollution. The built environment can promote connectivity within
a neighbourhood, the creation of a safe and accessible transport
system and active travel. It also plays a crucial role in promoting
access to open space, employment and healthy food options.
As outlined above, some of the UK’s most pressing health
challenges, such as obesity, mental health issues, physical
inactivity and the needs of an ageing population, can all be
influenced by the quality of the built and natural environment.
In other words, the considerate design of spaces and places can
help to promote good health, provide access to goods and services and alleviate, or in some cases even prevent, poor health,
helping to reduce health inequalities.
PHE established the Healthy People, Healthy Places programme in 2013 to show how the built and natural environment
can improve health and reduce health inequalities, within PHE
and with national government, national agencies and local
authorities. The aim is to reduce the overall burden of disease,
mortality and health inequalities by addressing the wider determinants of health across the life course through improving the
quality and accessibility of the built and natural environment.
The vision is to promote a future where everyone, wherever
they live, is able to live, work and play in a place that promotes
health and wellbeing, sustains the development of supportive
and active communities and helps to reduce health inequalities.
In short: healthy places to grow up and grow old in.
The Healthy People, Healthy Places programme aims to
promote and deliver local and national policies and resources in
support of this vision, through four main work streams:
Provide system leadership, advocacy and high level
engagement
Build networks and partnerships with a wide range of
stakeholders
Build up an evidence base, information and tools
Build capacity at local and national levels through learning,
training and development.

6

Some of the UK’s most pressing health
challenges, such as obesity, mental
health issues, physical inactivity and
the needs of an ageing population, can
all be influenced by the quality of our
built and natural environment
used and delivered on the ground through
sensitive design.
One example is the Town and Country
Planning Association (TCPA) and PHE’s
guide to Planning Healthy Weight
Environments, which acknowledges the
role that local authority planners have
in creating places that enable people to
achieve and maintain a healthy weight.
A healthy weight environment ‘supports
people in avoiding being overweight or
obese through how the place is designed
and what it provides’.
Our aim in the forthcoming year is
to strengthen our work with designers,
builders and developers to see how we can
turn emerging evidence of the impacts
of the built environment on health into
action on the ground. We look forward
to working with urban designers to see
how we can take further steps together
towards achieving our vision of healthy
places for everyone to grow up and grow
old in.

•
•
••

The team has a strong network of partners from a wide range
of national and local stakeholders such as the Design Council to
inform the development and roll out of the programme. PHE has
supported the Town and Country Planning Association’s Reuniting Health and Planning initiative, together with local public
health teams. Public health teams are now firmly embedded into
local authorities, where they have real opportunities to work
across council services such as planning, regeneration, transport, leisure, licensing and environmental health to address
the wider determinants of health. And of course, underpinning
many of these functions is the way that services and spaces are

•

Professor Kevin Fenton, National Director,
Carl Petrokofsky, Public Health specialist,
and Rachel Hunter, writer, all at Public Health
England (Health and Wellbeing)

6 The Healthy People,
Healthy Places
programme’s four main
workstreams
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Healthy Cities: the Evidence
and what to do with it
Laurence Carmichael shows how urban designers can help improve
wellbeing

1

C

ities have driven positive economic and social developments for many years, but nowadays urban living and
activity are damaging human health and wellbeing, as
well as ecological systems. Urban settlements might only use
2 per cent of the total land, but make up 70 per cent of global
GDP, over 60 per cent of global energy consumption, 70 per
cent of global greenhouse gas emissions and 70 per cent of
global waste. Based on these statistics, ‘the future of the world’s
climate will be decided in the cities’ concluded the German
Advisory Council on Global Change in 2015. Within European
affluent and economically dynamic environments, city dwellers
often ignore the links between their own resource use and its
environmental impact, until floods occur or newspapers headlines highlight the death toll from air pollution.
Of course urban health is not just determined by the state
of the environment or the effectiveness of resource management, but also by how individuals or groups experience and
use the city, its buildings, streets and neighbourhoods. Global
economic and political drivers, including domestic and international migration or ageing populations, can also affect health
and wellbeing, potentially contributing to non-communicable
diseases, including mental ill-health.
Overall, individuals and organisations share the responsibility for exposing people to multiple health risks in cities. Built
environment professions themselves have contributed to urban
growth at the expense of the environment, wellbeing and social
equity. Yet planners and urban designers are also in a strong
position to encourage more sustainable and healthy behaviours. More challenging, but even more rewarding for them,
is to make the city an equal place for all. An increasing body
of evidence from public health, medicine and environmental
science can support professionals in the built environment to
transform challenges into urban design opportunities.
Urban Design ― spring 2017 ― Issue 142

1 Bradford’s six acre
‘park in the city’: City
Park Centenary Square
with the popular Mirror
Pool, opened in 2012

The evidence on urban design,
health and wellbeing
Research links place with wellbeing in a
variety of ways including the influence
on physical activity, provision of privacy,
safety and security, closeness to nature,
accessibility, sense of attachment to
a place, independence and equality
(Burton, 2015). Happiness is also emerging as a facet of our urban health which
can be delivered through urban design,
as Charles Montgomery wrote in 2013.
Individuals are happier for example living
in urban areas with greater amounts of
green space.
Evidence on environmental health
probably offers the most compelling
argument for built environment professionals to rethink how people work, play
and move around the city. In the 20th
century, improved transport links and
personal mobility have encouraged urban
sprawl in Europe and urban transport
now accounts for more than 50 per cent
of emissions of air pollutants. Indoor and
outdoor air pollution remains the biggest
single environmental health risk; outdoor
air pollution kills around 3 million people
each year. Globally, only one in ten city
dwellers lives in a city that complies with
the World Health Organisation’s air quality guidelines.
Urban designers, architects, transport
and urban planners can contribute to
reducing air pollution by promoting a
range of policies in transport, urban planning or power generation for cities. We
can prioritise rapid urban transit, walking
and cycling networks, and inter-urban
freight and passenger rail travel. We can
make it easy for people to safely park their
bikes. With so much evidence linking
urban living with air pollution, some
cities have modelled urban transport
for a healthy city. Dresden’s Sustainable
Urban Mobility Plan is based on the three
overarching aims of: meeting the mobility
needs of the population, meeting the
mobility demands of the economy, and,
reducing the undesirable consequences
of traffic. Copenhagen and Kuopio have
prioritised walking, cycling and public
transport in their city centres. Freiburg
has developed urban extensions on new
tramlines, reducing car use.
Tackling pollution and promoting
active travel through compact cities also

Topic 21
these disciplines. There were also calls
for better sharing of evidence and good
practice from around the world, in an
increasingly resource-poor local authority
environment.
Built environment professionals are
instrumental in using the evidence on
healthy urban design and communities.
But how easy is it to convince national
decision-makers to take evidence into
account? In the UK, there have been
many calls for a Chief Architect, Built
Environment Advisor or a strategic unit to
advise government and reintroduce expert
leadership and evidence into national
built environment policies. Some in the
civil service and the professions however
express doubt about establishing such a
structure, citing the short-lived precedent
of Chief Construction Advisor in the UK
(2008-2015) and the failed attempts to
set up similar structures in the USA, due
partly to deep-rooted institutional silos.
So if partnership with government offers
precarious alliances, who should built
environment professionals partner with in
order to act on the evidence about healthy
urban design?

2

creates the right environment for physical activity. In sedentary
societies, increased levels of physical activity have proven health
benefits for adults and children, reducing a number of chronic
and cardiovascular diseases. Architecture, city and transport
planning can encourage people to be more active. Research
has shown that the following features of the built environment
promote physical activity:
Compact neighbourhoods and higher residential density
Good public transport facilities within easy residential reach
Networks of parks and public open spaces
Local access to shops and services
Access to sport and recreational facilities
Active travel facilities: pedestrian areas, cycle lanes, and
Feelings of safety: well-lit streets, natural surveillance from
buildings.

••
••
••
•

Clearly there are also health benefits to improving energy
generation, industrial processes and waste processing, to make
them more efficient and less polluting. Neighbourhood-wide
combined heat and power generation and on-site renewable
energy and waste systems can all play their part.
Finally with cities associated with stress, depression, perception of crime and other attacks on mental wellbeing, evidence
shows that a more positive and holistic urban experience can be
supported by urban design, as Layla McCay’s article shows.
Using the evidence: be strategic
Urban systems – heavily regulated and pressured by the market,
multi-level governance and funding – can be a challenging place
to implement scientific evidence advocating healthier placemaking. There are signs, however, that professional silos and
conventions are starting to shift in the light of evidence. Opportunities are emerging to develop collaborations for sustainable
and healthy environments through strategic approaches such as
the European Green Capital Award, which supports innovation,
multi-sector partnerships with experts and academics, and
exchange of good practice. Copenhagen, Malmo, Stockholm,
Bristol and Ljubljana have all exploited their green credentials.
Eco-towns, such as Stockholm’s Hammarby Sjostad can also
drive local innovation and partnership building to tackle climate
change and deliver health benefits. In the UK, NHS England’s
current Healthy New Towns programme is using cross-sector
partnerships with local public health teams to achieve better
health outcomes in housing delivery projects.
Over the last two years, a seminar series led by the WHO
Collaborating Centre for Healthy Urban Environments and
Public Health England, and funded by the Economic and Social
Research Council (ESRC), showed the demand from built environment and public health professionals in the UK to improve
their mutual understanding and increase collaboration between

2 Bradford’s City Park

Collaboration
First, collaboration is needed with the
research sector to build on the findings
of academic studies which, however
rigorous, do not necessarily offer an exact
fit to inform built environment policies
and shape healthy cityscapes. Research
will not necessarily explore qualities and
features of the built environment that
can be easily imposed on developers as
no policy or statutory hooks are in place.
Professionals can help science to ask the
right questions and present findings that
they can act on. With research councils
and other funders now requiring research
projects to tackle societal challenges,
collaborate with stakeholders and communities, and deliver research with impact
on policies or on professional practices,
there has never been a better time for
professionals to engage with researchers
to explore specific topics.
The use of social media can bypass the
need for introductions, and academics
will be receptive to suggestions. Professionals can help to secure the market and
policymakers’ buy-in to evidence-based
design for health, by testing research
findings in the real world. Witness to this
change is for instance our ESRC-funded
seminar series (above), which engaged
with key stakeholders in the development
process, and our Wellcome Trust project
Factoring long-term health impacts into
urban development. The project funded
under the Wellcome Trust’s Our Planet,
Our Health programme aims to explore
the barriers and opportunities in creating
healthy urban environments through
collaboration with the UK’s major delivery
agencies and public engagement exercises.
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Collaboration between researchers and practice must
remain ethical and rigorous, and academics kept aware of the
balance of power in policy and market processes. Developers
will be interested in whether health sells houses, with potentially the perverse effect of pricing many out of the market.
Local authorities will be interested in the cost for the community and for healthcare systems of bad design and how built
environment can promote health equity.
Second, built environment professionals can help to
develop guidance or toolkits that embed research findings into
urban design through design criteria for health, wellbeing and
sustainability at buildings, neighbourhood or city scale. Examples include Berkeley Group’s 13 criteria for successful places,
WHO’s healthy planning principles and BREAAM Communities.
Third, built environment professionals can also engage
with local communities to co-design healthy places or use
Health Impact Assessments. Expert evidence offers scientific
answers to a human environment, but nothing replaces user
experience. With the ageing of the population in particular,
local communities can help to identify urban design challenges
and opportunities for an age-friendly city. Tools such as the
Place Standard (www.placestandard.scot) exist to help communities and practitioners to assess places for health, wellbeing
and equity.
Finally, built environment professionals can use the
evidence in creative ways. Bringing together the right partnerships, funding and design for new communities is one thing,
but even more creativity is needed to retrofit health into existing communities – the main way in which most of the urban
population can benefit from healthier cities.

•

3
Dr Laurence Carmichael, Head of the WHO
Collaborating Centre for Healthy Urban
Environments, University of the West of
England, Bristol

3 Jubilee Square,
Leicester
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What is a Healthy New
Town?
Daniel McDonnell sets out a new NHS England initiative

T

1
1 Stakeholders’ visualisation of the programme for
Bicester Healthy New Town, by Joel Cooper
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he built environment is not routine
territory for the NHS but with
increasing numbers of people
living longer and potentially in poorer
health, we recognise an opportunity to
ensure that homes and neighbourhoods
promote wellbeing and enable independence. Planning and urban design can play
a crucial role in achieving this.
Across the country, local authorities,
and providers and commissioners of
health and social care are planning how
they will deliver joined-up services for
the future and putting together Sustainability and Transformation Plans (STPs).
At the heart of STPs are the communities
in which services are delivered. NHS
England’s Five Year Forward View identified new housing developments as an
opportunity to rethink how health and
social care services are provided to those
communities. New housing also offers
the opportunity to encourage healthier
behaviours through the built environment
and urban design, preventing ill-health
and encouraging greater independence
and self-care. From this starting point,
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the Healthy New Towns programme emerged in 2015.
The key question often asked of the programme is ‘what
does a healthy new town look like?’ The programme is currently
exploring and testing the answer.
Through the Healthy New Towns programme, ten demonstrator sites were selected from 114 expressions of interest and
announced in March 2016, representing a diverse cross-section
of housing developments across England. A range of developers
are involved, from high volume builders to housing associations.
The size of the developments ranges from 15,000 to fewer than
1,000 homes. The sites also vary significantly in terms of land
values, socio-economic profiles – and crucially from an NHS
perspective – population demographics and health needs. This
myriad of local circumstances means that the sites have differing
lists of priorities for service delivery and for the most suitable
interventions. The demonstrator sites’ delivery plans reflect this
contextual diversity, although there are common themes relating
to new care models, active travel, community activation and
digital technology.
NHS England has provided funding and expertise from a
range of sources to assist sites in putting together ambitious
delivery plans to ensure that health and wellbeing is at the heart
of the new neighbourhoods.
Bicester Healthy New Town: ‘a walkable and
cycleable community’
Bicester is a market town whose population is set to double
over the next 20-30 years with the construction of 13,000 new
homes. Bicester’s Elmsbrook site is an Eco Town as well as a
Healthy New Town, the only site in the UK being developed to
Planning Policy Statement 1 Eco Town standards of environmental sustainability. Overseeing the planning and delivery
of housing development is the Bicester Healthy New Towns
Partnership, whose core members are Cherwell District Council,
Oxfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group, Oxford Academic
Health Science Network and A2 Dominion Housing Group. A
key aim for Bicester is to increase physical activity amongst
residents. The Partnership is using physical connectivity, green
corridors and community assets and to build a ‘walkable and
cycleable community’ that links the new areas of housing with
the existing market town. A central green corridor into the town
centre will improve air quality, provide cycle and walk ways and
reduce reliance on the car. Active travel and green infrastructure
will be complemented by community activation activities. In
primary and nursery schools this will take the form of a parental
involvement strategy, bringing children and parents together
to eat healthily and be more active. In workplaces, support will
be offered to employees to switch journeys by car to walking
or cycling. The Partnership is also working closely with Sport
England to encourage physical activity in residents’ daily lives.
Joining up healthcare services
The NHS has major programmes underway to make healthcare
provision more efficient and to improve the experience of
patients by redesigning and joining up healthcare services , such
as through Multi-Speciality Community Providers (MCPs) and
Primary and Acute Care Systems (PACS) models (NHS England
2016). An example of redesigned service provision is a diabetes
clinic running alongside occupational therapy, dietetics and
diabetes support services to enable diabetic patients to receive
much of the treatment and support they need in one place on the
same day. As part of the Healthy New Towns programme, several
demonstrators of new, joined-up models of care are being developed in the form of health and wellbeing centres, where several
health services will be co-located. Whitehill and Bordon, Halton,
Cranbrook and Barton are all exploring this approach. In Halton
in the North West of England, an old hospital site close to the
town centre will be redeveloped to provide housing and a health
and wellbeing centre. While still at an early stage of planning,
Halton is set to show how healthcare services can be delivered as

2

3

part of wider commercial development on
NHS or government land.
Barton Healthy New Town,
Oxford
Barton is a neighbourhood on the northeast side of the city of Oxford. The new
Barton Park housing development of
893 homes is being used as a driver to
regenerate and connect with the existing
neighbourhood. One of Barton’s propositions is the conversion of an existing
neighbourhood centre into a Healthy Living Centre, as part of the development’s
Section 106 agreement. The centre will
provide sports facilities, units for community organisations, a GP practice and
other primary care facilities. Nearby, the
Oxford’s John Radcliffe Hospital offers the
ideal opportunity to bring services from
the hospital and embed them within the
community, integrating GP, primary and
acute data systems to provide seamless
care – a key component of wider plans to
transform healthcare in Oxfordshire.

2 The first phase of
Elmsbrook, north-west
Bicester
3 Visualisation of
Barton Park, Oxford

How to create a Healthy New
Town
To deliver new models of care services in
a physical environment that is conducive
to good health, a large number of organisations and professional disciplines have
to be involved from both the public and
private sector. We also need to look at the
prevention and treatment of ill health
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The NHS England Healthy New Towns programme
demonstrator sites
Site

Region

Provisional number
of new homes

Type

Fylde
Darlington
Halton
Bicester
Whitehill & Bordon
Cranbrook
Barking
Northstowe
Ebbsfleet

North
North
North
South
South
South
London
Midlands / East
South

1,400
2,500
800
393
3,350
8,000
10,800
10,000
15,000

Greenfield
Mixed
Brownfield
Greenfield
Brownfield
Greenfield
Brownfield
Greenfield
Brownfield

together. This reflects what has been termed a ‘whole systems
approach’ (TCPA, PHE 2014): service design, public health and
prevention being developed together to achieve holistic change.
There is no single answer to describe what a healthy new town
looks like; it is a combination of a huge range of components,
including service redesign and integration, active travel infrastructure, behaviour change, healthy food options and many
more. The examples from Bicester, Halton and Barton are a
just a handful of the planned activities Healthy New Towns are
undertaking.
Wider application
In parallel to the on-the-ground work with the demonstrator
sites, we are engaging with home builders, developers and
Government to see where else NHS England can connect health,
service design and house-building. The Healthy New Towns
programme is mentioned in the government’s Housing White
Paper in February 2017 and we hope to influence government
policy in the future. Plans are ambitious but also relate to the
current planning system and in the fiscal landscape of housebuilding, local authority budgets and the local health economy.
A focus for the Healthy New Towns programme is therefore to
support the creation of healthy neighbourhoods in this political
and economic context, across the country. Healthy New Towns
guidelines and a dossier of best practice is planned to support
the wider adoption of the programme’s successes, bringing
together evidence with real life examples of best practice.
‘The Healthy New Towns programme has reinforced the
need to make good health and wellbeing a key objective for
the future planning and design of Cranbrook. It has helped
galvanise the efforts of partners to innovate to meet the
needs of a young and rapidly growing community – from
delivering infrastructure and promoting healthy schooling
to encouraging active travel and providing new models of
health and social care.’
Kenji Shermer Urban Designer, Cranbrook, East Devon

‘Bicester is a town that is growing and
Cherwell District Council has been
working with developers on a number
of large-scale new developments, as
well as delivering projects within the
existing town. The Eco Town development by A2Dominion at NW Bicester
helped us to think creatively about
how challenges around sustainable
living could be met. The Healthy
New Towns programme has further
challenged us to also think about the
new neighbourhoods that are being
created and how they can support
healthy lifestyles and where traditional developments may fall short.
Bicester’s focus on reducing obesity
and social isolation has really helped
to bring together professionals from
health, built environment and local
third sector organisations to tackle
issues such as creating safe and attractive walking and cycling conditions
and to provide attractive green spaces.
These things are not new but their
importance cannot be over looked if
we are to create environments that
will help people who live and work in
Bicesterhave healthier lifestyles.’
Jenny Barker, Bicester Delivery
Manager, Cherwell District Council

4 A scheme for a health
and wellbeing centre
with several community
services co-located

Feedback from planners, urban designers
and others involved in the demonstrator
sites has consistently referred to the
value of bringing different disciplines
together to focus on health and wellbeing.
Many of the built environment propositions planned are not revolutionary, but
the health and wellbeing driver of this
programme helps to ensure that good
planning and placemaking are not pushed
aside by other concerns. Going back to
‘what does a healthy new town look like?’
perhaps the question should instead be
‘how do we ensure that everyone can live
a healthy life no matter where they live?’
The Healthy New Towns programme is
beginning to answer this complex question, with cross-sector working as the
foundation.

•

Daniel McDonnell, Strategy Programme
Manager, NHS England

Reference
Town and Country Planning Association
& Public Health England (2014)
Planning healthy-weight environments https://www.tcpa.org.uk/
healthyplanning
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Designing Mental Health
into Cities
Layla McCay advocates a new frontier for urban design
if they talk about mental health beyond a
general nod to the concept of happiness.
And yet, mental illness is no minor
issue to be overlooked, dismissed or
avoided. Part of achieving thriving,
resilient, sustainable cities is ensuring
that citizens can realise their potential,
cope with the normal stresses of life, work
productively and fruitfully, and make
a contribution to their community. In
addition to being a recipe for a successful
city, this is the precise World Health
Organisation definition of mental health.
Clearly the two are intertwined. As such,
mental health should already be a priority
for city-makers.
Mental disorders are responsible for
about 14 per cent of the entire world’s
disease burden, and they cause more disability than any other non-communicable
disease. This is particularly relevant in
the urban context. City dwellers have
an almost 40 per cent increased risk of
depression, over 20 per cent more of
anxiety, and double the risk of developing schizophrenia compared to people
who live in the countryside. Certainly
the causes of mental disorders can be
complex, but this is equally true of many
physical disorders. And it is no longer
acceptable for planners and designers
to shy away from the topic for fear of
stigma – particularly given the key role
that urban designers can play in helping
to reduce mental distress and achieve
happier, healthier cities.
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rban planners and designers might be forgiven for
covertly reminiscing about how things were simpler
in the good old days. Back then, health was almost
synonymous with safety: would the design bear people’s weight,
could someone fall over the barrier, might construction materials contain toxins? But for today’s planners and designers, the
question has become more complex: it is no longer simply how
design might cause injury, but how design might cause health?
The question brings an important opportunity for urban
design to deliver substantial value to public health. Good population health is essential for thriving, resilient, urban cities, and
it has become increasingly clear that urban design plays a role
in achieving this. The realisation has unleashed a proliferation
of health-themed planning and design guidelines, case studies,
recommendations, and recognition for innovation in this space.
And yet amidst the flurry to understand and integrate health
promotion into urban design projects, one key question is often
missing: what about mental health?
URBAN DESIGN FOR MENTAL HEALTH
Swiss urban planner Hans Wirz has identified the problem
when he said: ‘It took decades to integrate knowledge about
the biomedical effects of the cityscape into (my) profession.
But when it comes to mental health, we haven’t a clue.’ Indeed,
planners and designers are only just starting to understand their
huge potential value and impact in mental health promotion. As
such, mental health is still often neglected in discussions. Some
planners and designers feel they lack the expertise to integrate
mental health into their projects; some say that mental health is
too complex, or not the remit of planners and designers; some
consider the issue to be lower priority than physical health; and
yet others say nothing, fearing that they will experience stigma

URBAN LIVING AND MENTAL
DISTRESS
But if planners and designers are to
address mental health in urban design,
where should they start? Part of the
answer may come from a better understanding of the reasons that people who
live in cities are at greater risk of various
mental health problems. There are four
main contributing factors: pre-existing
risk factors, disparities, overload, and
loss of protective factors; each of which I
explain below.

1 The Mirror Pool,
Bradford City Park

Pre-existing risk factors
Many vulnerable people who have an
elevated risk of having mental health
problems tend to gravitate to the city. For
example, those with financial problems
may move in search of housing, employment or other economic opportunities;
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framework called Mind the GAPS: green
place, active place, pro-social place and
safe place. These four design principles
facilitate innovative thinking, yet there
is no one city that fully embodies them.
Rather, an increasing number of developments within the wider city are incorporating these principles to promote better
mental health and wellbeing.
ACCESS TO GREEN PLACES
Research consistently finds links between
urban green spaces (vegetated land and
water) and mental health and wellbeing,
even after adjusting for socioeconomic
variation. Green space has been associated with a reduction of depression and
stress, and improved social and cognitive
functioning (including for attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder, or ADHD).
Green space’s potential to improve our
mental health is not fully understood by
scientists, but there are several theories.
Certainly green space encourages
exercise and social interactions that
both promote good mental health. Three
principal theories compete and combine
to help explain the positive impact:
Edward Wilson’s Biophilia Theory
maintains that humans have a biological
need that is sated when they are in contact with other species
Roger Ulrich’s Stress Reduction Theory
proposes that being able to appreciate
the aesthetics of a natural setting while
experiencing some distance from daily
demands is how green spaces have their
effect
Rachel and Stephen Kaplan’s Attention
Restoration Theory proposes that natural
settings capture people’s attention without the concurrent need for concentration that typifies non-natural settings.

2

people with mental disorders or drug addictions may move in
search of peers, or health and social support; people who have
experienced traumatic life changes, from divorce to bereavement to immigration or asylum seeking may seek help (or be
placed) in cities.
Disparities
Secondly, people who do have these pre-existing risk factors
often encounter enormous disparities in the city. This can lead
to physical and psychological segregation in the city, affecting
people’s self-esteem, feelings of belonging and mental health.
Researchers have studied this effect, particularly in terms of
economic status. They found that poorer people’s mental health
is at risk both when they live in physically separate locations
from richer people, but also when they live in mixed-income
communities (known as the ‘poor door effect’). The mechanisms
by which this disparity affects mental health are still not fully
understood, but are most likely driven by exposure to comparisons, which can lead to feelings of injustice, social inferiority,
hopelessness, and experiences of prejudice and discrimination;
research suggests that the negative impact on mental health may
be greatest for young boys.

•
•
•

Overload
Thirdly, the city can provide overwhelming stimuli: the density,
crowding, noise, smells, sights, disarray, pollution and intensity
of other factors may combine to make people feel overloaded.
This can have the result of increasing stress; it can also encourage people to retreat into their private spaces and reject the
social connections that can promote good mental health.
Loss of protective factors
Lastly, and perhaps most interestingly in terms of urban design
opportunities, the city strips its citizens of the protective factors that help people maintain good mental health. City living
can decrease access to nature, reduce regular exercise, and
separate people who move to the city from their social networks
of friends and family without building new, strong networks;
cities can reduce leisure time, privacy and security, and through
a combination of crowding, light and noise can even impact
sleep. The cumulative effect can be an increased risk of mental
health problems, many of which could be partially addressed by
smarter urban design.
URBAN DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES
An increasing body of research is accumulating to explore how
urban planning and design can help to mitigate risk factors and
contribute to better mental health and happiness in the city.
There are four key areas of opportunity for urban planners and
designers. These can be conceptualised and applied using a
Urban Design ― spring 2017 ― Issue 142

2 Building activity into
daily routines, Newarke
Street, Leicester

In reality, these theories are all likely to
play a role in the mental health benefits
that people derive from access to green
space.
However, it is not enough to simply
add some green space into a design and
assume it will improve mental health.
Inaccessible or poorly managed green
space that feels inconvenient or threatening can negate its use and thus its
benefits. Similarly, green spaces must be
designed to feel inclusive and welcoming
to the full diversity of the city’s population, rather than being monopolised by
certain groups. Indeed, if appropriate
care is not taken, green spaces have the
potential to become places of fear, where
dark corners, poor sightlines and concealed entrances might help encourage
anti-social behavior and engender intimidation. This deters potential users of the
green space, particularly when people
who may make others feel unsafe, such as
drug users, commandeer the space.
Regular access to safe, well-managed
green space should be a priority in urban
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planning and designing. The most effective green spaces seem
to be walkable and encourage social interaction. However, both
physical and visual access to green space can impact on people’s
mental wellbeing, and frequency of exposure seems to be important. As such, equally important is a focus on smaller spaces
that people will encounter naturally in the course of their daily
routines, including streetscapes, workplace gardens, and even
views from office windows.
ACTIVITY IN DAILY ROUTINES
When designers and planners think about exercise, there can
be a tendency to consider it a physical health intervention.
However, activity is one of the most important design opportunities for mental health. Exercise can be just as effective as
anti-depressant medication for mild and moderate depression;
it can also reduce stress and anxiety, and help to alleviate
some of the symptoms associated with ADHD, dementia, and
even schizophrenia. And yet many people, particularly in the
urban environment, struggle to incorporate exercise into their
daily routines. A key opportunity is designing active transport
options, including safe and convenient pedestrian and bike
paths, which harness not just the benefits of exercise but also the
reduction of stressful, sedentary commutes, with the added benefit of freeing up leisure time and sleep time to further promote
good mental health.
CREATING PRO-SOCIAL PLACES
Mental health is closely associated with strong social connections and social capital. Indeed, this is increasingly understood
as one of the key opportunities in mental health promotion.
As such, there is extensive potential for designers to innovate,
creating features within projects that facilitate positive, safe,
natural interactions amongst people and foster a sense of community, integration and belonging. This means strategies such as
developing public spaces for flexible use (including participation
and volunteering opportunities), street furniture for resting and
chatting, orientation of entrances to promote social gatherings,
and conversely, avoiding long, unchanging facades that extend
across city blocks and cause people’s minds to dwell on negative
thoughts, or cities that promote individual car use over pedestrian connections.
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Mental health is closely associated with
strong social connections and social
capital. Indeed, this is increasingly
understood as one of the key
opportunities in mental health promotion

SAFETY AND SECURITY
A particular feature of urban living that impacts people’s mental
health is a feeling of insecurity in the course of a person’s daily
life. Occasional fear can trigger the ‘fight or flight response’
where the body detects a threat and stress hormones prepare
the body for survival responses. As an evolutionary function,
this would save people from being eaten by a lion or such, and
afterwards, the body would return to a resting state. In the city,
constant low-level threats can keep the body in an unnatural
habitual state of preparation, which can affect mood and stress
in the long term. Relevant urban dangers can include risks posed
by other people (such as being robbed), risks from traffic (such
as being run over), and the risk of getting lost (particularly
pertinent for those with dementia, where this risk can limit their
independence and thus their quality of life). The appropriate
design of roads, good street lighting, and distinct landmarks
and wayfinding cues are just some of the design features that can
increase perceptions of safety in a neighborhood.
Towards better integration of urban design
and mental health promotion
The question of how to link health and design experts to identify
evidence-based design opportunities to improve people’s mental
health was the main driver in founding the Centre for Urban
Design and Mental Health (UD/MH) in 2015. This global think
tank seeks to explore opportunities to design better mental
health into cities. Since its establishment, we have seen an
increasing understanding of the opportunities, along with a

3 Leicester, adjacent
to Vaughan Way:
pro-social places
include features that
encourage positive
interactions
4 Leicester, Jubilee
Sqaure: avoiding the
fear of getting lost
through good legibility,
Jubilee Square,
Leicester

rapid expansion of interest and commitment to improving mental health through
urban design. Even so, the topic often
remains an afterthought for many planners and designers, and rarely features
explicitly in city policies; a notable exception is New York City’s Guiding Principles
for Design and Construction Excellence
2.0, one example of design guidelines that
meaningfully address mental health.
It is essential to focus on the truth
that people are the very heart of cities.
To fully realise the potential and value of
urban design in promoting public mental
health and wellbeing, opportunities must
be appreciated and seized not just by
the public health experts and by urban
designers, but also by the policymakers,
planners, and clients involved in commissioning and approving urban design
projects. This is important because mental health promotion adds value to urban
design and is needed to achieve successful
cities all over the world.

•

Layla McCay, Director, Centre for Urban
Design and Mental Health
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Understanding the Health
Outcomes of Urban Design
Eime Tobari and Nicholas Francis explain how Space Syntax can
map key health indicators

1

W

ith health rising up the policy agenda, there is an
increasing challenge for urban design professionals
to improve health outcomes through their interventions or produce ‘healthy’ places. Understanding how urban
design impacts on health outcomes is challenging in many ways.
Firstly, the way that the urban environment impacts on health is
multifaceted and complex. Secondly, the health impacts of urban
design projects have often been seen as highly subjective and
poorly understood. Some aspects of the urban environment such
as air quality and water supplies have relatively direct, tangible
and measurable impacts on public health. However, other
aspects, particularly those affected by urban design professionals, such as street connectivity, density, land use patterns, public
transport networks and the overall design quality of the public
realm, all indirectly affect people’s health by affecting their
behaviour. How can professionals deal with the legitimate challenge of positively contributing to public health, and effectively
incorporate health concerns into their way of working?
A better designed or wider pavement does not automatically
make people healthier by lowering the risk of obesity. However,
it may contribute to encouraging people to walk instead of using
a car, especially if located in an area where travel time is similar
between walking and driving. A number of studies have already
shown that physical activities embedded into daily routines
positively affect individuals’ health and wellbeing. There is also a
healthy feedback effect: fewer cars on the streets will reduce air
pollution.
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1 Space Syntax’s
model of London
within the M25
motorway highlighting
a street hierarchy
that corresponds
with movement
potential: high levels
of accessibility are in
warmer colours; low
levels in cooler colours

Urban Design Performance
It is imperative that we understand the
role and performance of urban design
features. Taking green spaces as an
example, there are innumerable studies
that show their positive impact on both
personal and public health. Does that
mean that we should provide as many,
and as much, green spaces as possible?
That might improve air quality but most
of the benefits of green spaces, including
increased levels of physical activity,
are only achieved if they are well used.
Green spaces that are poorly designed or
managed and badly integrated into cities
may well be counterproductive to public
health objectives if they feel unsafe or
segregate communities. Access to and
the quality of those spaces are therefore
as important as, if not more important
than, their number or size.
Space Syntax has embraced this challenge and has developed tools to address
the interactions between urban design
and health outcomes. Space Syntax as
a methodology offers a unique way of
describing urban design features. We
have been using spatial analytics that
have built a body of evidence linking the
spatial design of streets and spaces to
the ways in which people choose to move
as well as wider social and economic
outcomes for over 25 years.
We have used this approach to
inform evidence-led urban planning
and design projects across the UK and
internationally. Underpinning our
approach is a spatial network analysis
that describes and measures the spatial
structure of urban places. Understanding the spatial structure enables us to
identify spatial factors that relate to patterns of movement and interaction and
to certain social and economic outcomes
of places such as retail performance,
land value, crime and even productivity
and innovation. Combining spatial network modelling with other datasets such
as demographics, transport and land
use, we often develop Integrated Urban
Models. These models begin to capture
the complexity of urban environment
and produce simple, comparable
measures of the social and economic
outcomes of urban design features.
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Spatial Design and Health Outcomes
We have identified a number of spatial design issues that are
associated with health outcomes, which our Integrated Urban
Models can be used to address: active travel, access to services,
social isolation and so on. These issues are interrelated and have
a cumulative impact on health outcomes. For example, individuals’ propensity to choose to walk or cycle depends not only on
the availability of different modes but also where their destinations are in relation to their homes, work and other facilities
that they might regularly use. If the immediate neighbourhood
does not offer services necessary for daily life, such as grocery
shops, banks, schools and places of employment, no matter how
walkable the area is, people will have to travel to other centres,
increasing the likelihood of their using cars or public transport.
How long we spend in a car or walking, or how much physical
activity we carry out, affects our health negatively or positively.
Furthermore, certain physical conditions may reduce the likelihood of social interactions due to the costs of transport, which
are not solely financial. Time, availability (such as car ownership
or public transport provision) and psychological costs (such as
the perceived safety and attractiveness of the public realm) could
also be contributing to inactivity and social isolation.
Space Syntax is developing a set of tools based on Integrated
Urban Modelling techniques to support an objective, consistent
and comparable assessment of the impacts that urban areas have
on health and wellbeing. These tools can help designers and
decision-makers understand existing conditions and forecast the
impacts of planning and design ideas. They can be used to identify areas that are conducive to high levels of physical activity or,
on the contrary, prone to high levels of car dependency. In the
Royal Borough of Greenwich, for example, we analysed access to
town centres using various transport modes. The use of a spatial
network model allows a more detailed catchment area analysis
than the commonly used isochrone-based analysis, where
journey times are mapped as bands. The results can be easily
overlaid on a GIS platform to explore correlations with other
factors and to identify target areas for physical interventions or
‘soft’ initiatives such as campaigns. Overlaying Index of Multiple
Deprivation (IMD) data with a walking catchment analysis shows
areas that do not offer good access to town centres on foot and
are more deprived on average. Interventions suitable for these
areas may differ from those for another area with similar levels
of accessibility, but which is less deprived.
A similar methodology was applied to assess how well Milton
Keynes creates the conditions for active travel in relation to daily
commuting trips. Using the Integrated Urban Model for Milton
Keynes, the number of commercial addresses within 15 minute
travel time was calculated for each street segment for different
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2 Greenwich, London:
households within 5, 10
and 15 minutes’ walk
of a local centre
3 The number of
households as a bar
chart
4 Households within 5,
10 and 15 minutes’ bus
ride of a local centre.
5 Households within a
10 minutes’ walk of a
local centre, overlaid
with the Index of
Multiple Deprivation
scores

transport modes: the illustrations show
the concentration of employment uses
within a 15 minute walk of all streets in
the town, and how each area encourages
the use of buses as opposed to private
vehicles. The comparison between buses
and private vehicles in terms of simple
journey time identifies areas that are
naturally conducive to car dependency
and areas where residents can be encouraged to use public transport through the
physical environment, service provision
or other nudges.
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We compared this result with car
ownership data as an indicator of car
dependency, although we recognise
that ownership does not necessarily
mean dependency. In some areas, the
car ownership level is high despite the
advantage of cars against public transport
being relatively small. The analysis is
still underway and we plan to extend it to
include other transport modes, such as
walking and cycling and to incorporate
different land uses such as retail, schools,
GP surgeries and hospitals. The results of
such analyses would inform the development of intervention ideas, such as a
change of speed limit or the introduction
of shared space, which can then be tested
using the Integrated Urban Models.

6
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8
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6 Milton Keynes:
employment uses
within 15 minutes’
walking distance in
Milton Keynes
7 The relative
advantage of buses
over cars in terms
of the number of
employment uses
within 30 minute
journeys; colder
colours indicate
little difference in
journey times; warmer
colours show wider
gaps (i.e. car usage
is significantly more
advantageous)
8 The same data
overlaid with car
ownership rates for
comparison. The darker
grey shows higher
levels of car ownership.

Evidence to Inform Decisions
These tools allow us to make health
and wellbeing more visible in urban
design and planning discussions by quantifying and presenting the impact of planning and design decisions on health and
wellbeing-related outcomes. The tools
can be used for Health Impact Assessments and in a design review context. We
have found that despite its obvious importance, health and wellbeing have not
always been given a high priority in the
urban planning and design agenda. This
appears to be partly due to their complexity and to a lack of evidence linking urban
planning and design decisions with health
outcomes. However, it is encouraging that
new evidence is emerging and Integrated
Urban Modelling tools can begin to break
this impasse, by comparing health and
wellbeing outcomes with other criteria
such as financial costs, economic productivity and energy efficiency to allow a
more holistic urban planning and design.
Thanks to the increasing availability
of data and the advance of data analysis
tools, complex analysis using Integrated
Urban Models is becoming much easier
and faster. The application of our tools to
health issues is still in its infancy, but the
results can inform a range of activities
from the development of visions, policies
and area strategies to the assessment
of individual planning applications and
design development. This approach
seems to help create a common base for
discussions amongst different groups
of people by replacing speculation with
objective and comparable modelling
results. It also enables a wider range of
stakeholders, including residents, to cocreate healthier places by making urban
planning and design processes more
transparent and dynamic.

•

Dr Eime Tobari, Associate Director, and
Nicholas Francis, Senior Consultant, Space
Syntax Limited
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Yangzhou –
A World Healthy City
Graham Marshall and Rhiannon Corcoran show what
can be learned from this award-winning city
Prior to this visit, our knowledge of
contemporary planning and design in
China came from built environment journalists and pundits disseminating bright
images of new sustainable cities, designed
along Western principles. The mainstream media oblige with stories about
the Chinese love of building Cotswold villages and pastoral golf courses, replicated
ad nausea. More recently, investigative
journalists have uncovered a darker side
to urban development in China; vast new
cities lying empty, banal facsimiles of
Paris etc., their developers in jail for corruption; farmers driven from their land,
urbanised and ghettoised.
Thank goodness for an open mind
and the background papers. Putting this
into perspective, we have volume housebuilders delivering the same Cotswold
pastiche, Trump golf courses and council
estates currently referred to as sink
estates in government initiatives.

1

T

he International Self-Care Foundation (ISF) presented its
first World Healthy City Award to Yangzhou City, China,
in 2016, for outstanding achievements in developing an
urban living environment conducive to self-care and healthy lifestyles for its citizens. The ISF is a UK-based charity championing
self-care around the world. In practical terms this involves helping to develop evidence-based self-care concepts and practices,
and helping to promote the role of self-care in health. We were
invited to be part of the accreditation team undertaking the
assessment for the designation, which is awarded on merit. The
team also included ISF President Dr David Webber and Professor
Debra Moser of the University of Kentucky, USA, and was supported by members of the ISF Hong Kong team.
The award is an important achievement for Yangzhou City
at a time of rapid urbanisation across the world, especially set
against a backdrop of diverse evidence increasingly telling us
that cities can be bad for our health and wellbeing. The overall
objective of the assessment was to identify and understand
the approaches that the Yangzhou City authorities have taken
specifically to support and encourage citizens to lead healthy
lifestyles and look after themselves through self-care. We were
looking specifically for policy implementation in health care,
education and urban planning.
For an urban designer who identifies city development as
a human ecology, the offer to join the accreditation panel of
health and wellbeing experts was irresistible; an opportunity to
review positive efforts to create a healthy city through the lens of
another culture. The accreditation was undertaken over two full
days in Yangzhou, supported with detailed background papers,
and concluded with a seminar with senior civic leaders and
managers. We also took the opportunity to spend additional days
in the city to take in its cultural history, which reinforced our
positive image of Yangzhou.

1 Yangzhou, the first
World Healthy City
Award winner

Meeting the leadership
Over dinner, we listened to the Secretary
of Yangzhou Communist Party of China
Committee and Director of the Standing
Committee of Yangzhou People’s Congress, Xie Zhengyi, speak of his aspirations for Yangzhou’s citizens and the city
region. He explained the Chinese greeting
‘Have you eaten rice today?’, in short
‘Have you eaten?’ as undernourishment

Key statistics
	70 per cent of the NHS budget is spent on people with long-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

term conditions

	Between a third and a half of people with long-term conditions do not take their medication as prescribed

	Each A&E attendance costs the NHS £132 on average and a
GP visit £45

	One in five GP appointments is for minor conditions, such as
back pain, headaches and colds, costing £2 billion a year

	Four in 10 people who visit A&E leave without having any
treatment

	One million emergency admissions are thought to be
preventable

	In 2014, nearly a quarter of all deaths (23 per cent; 116,489

out of 501,424) in England and Wales were from causes considered potentially avoidable through timely and effective
healthcare or public health interventions
	There were 583 million visits to NHS Choices in 2015 (a rise
of 83 million on the previous year).

•

				LGA 2016
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has been a widespread danger to health within living memory.
In Maslow’s hierarchy, it is a fundamental physiological need,
along with clean water and air. It compares with our greeting
‘How are you?’, in short ‘Are you well?’ alluding to the diseases
of urbanised Britain that led to the establishment of our
National Health Service.
Yangzhou’s contemporary urban planning continues to
focus on these baseline needs, with the quality of food high on
the agenda. The local cuisine is about freshness and simplicity
which equates to a very healthy diet. Yangzhou Food Industrial
Park focuses on food growing and processing for the wholesale
fresh and prepared food markets – it is a transformational
development that combines ecological science, technology and
food security. Its first phase covers three square kilometres and
drives three economies: food processing, manufacturing and
industrial tourism. It aims to be internationally first-class in
these areas and has already won many awards as a demonstration base for the food industry and for experimental agricultural
cooperation.
Equally important is water quality, something we take
for granted in Britain. The first water plant in Yangzhou was
founded in 1960 and its expansion, completed in 2014, includes
the most advanced treatment processes available. These are
important state-sponsored infrastructure projects that provide
the basis for health. In terms of healthcare, the state provides
free Western and traditional Chinese medicine at the secondary
and tertiary levels – hospitals and specialist centres – with
subsidised prescriptions for medicines. However, there is no
primary care – GP surgeries – as the cost is prohibitive to the
state. This creates a significant health and economic issue. If
preventable diseases are not identified or treated early enough,
there is an increased economic impact on the health and social
care systems further down the line, not to mention the impact
on the individual, family, community and wider economy. This
Catch 22 is an unsustainable scenario and well represented
in the United States where without a welfare system, people
Urban Design ― spring 2017 ― Issue 142

All residents have access to the
same range of facilities within each
neighbourhood, complex and building.
Developers must provide internal
space where neighbours can meet; the
use of these spaces depends on the
community, but central to all of them are
health and self-care

2–5 Parks include
features to encourage
active lifestyles for
people at all stages
of of life. Community
facilities for selfcare information
and volunteering are
available within the
local

without insurance often defer addressing minor problems until they become
chronic.
In Britain, our National Health Service
is widely described as being in crisis, with
increasing privatisation, and sometimes a
lottery in the quality of or access to health
care, depending on the postcode and the
services required. In short, it is looking
unsustainable in terms of the demands
we have of it. In 2013, responsibility for
public health was transferred from the
NHS to local councils. Whilst this may
have led to a lack of coordination between
different services and continuity of care
for the patient, it also prompts us to think
differently about health. In 2016, the
Local Government Association published
a guide on self-care, Helping People Look
After Themselves. As Simon Stevens,
Chief Executive of NHS England puts it,
‘At a time when resources are tight, we’re
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going to have to find new ways of…boosting the critical role that
patients play in their own health and care’.
What can we learn from Yangzhou?
Self-care is central to the development of Yangzhou. Mr Xie
Zhengyi continued his conversation with a reflection on the
history of the city. Yangzhou is 2,500 years old with a population
over 4.6 million people and sited at the confluence of two great
river systems that create an environmentally rich landscape.
It is also the beneficiary of historic decisions to build major
canals over the millennia to capitalise on these natural assets
and cement Yangzhou’s place in China’s trade network. The
long-term benefit of these projects (regardless of their original
purpose) is not lost on the leadership. The ecological value of the
inherited water system, and its flow through the city, provides
a unique public realm, free and accessible to its citizens. Yangzhou’s management of its green and blue infrastructure has won
many international awards.
To capitalise upon this, and forming this generation’s
contribution to the future, 60 new parks and several million
semi-mature trees are being planted as part of a five-year plan.
Symbolically, six million Gingko biloba trees have been planted.
Native to China, they are one of the oldest living tree species on
earth, extremely long lived, virtually indestructible (six survived
the atomic bombing of Hiroshima), and are a source of food and
medicine. The great avenues through the city are a statement of
the future linking to the past, connecting every neighbourhood.
Whilst cleaner air from this landscape is a benefit for health,
the strategy behind it is to achieve a hierarchy of park provision within the city, with every citizen being no more than a
ten-minute walk from a local park. The purpose is to encourage
active lifestyles for people at all stages of life in a healthy ecological landscape. There is provision for sports, games, dancing,
walking, running, tai chi and facilities for watching, along with
celebrations of the history and culture of the province. What is
created is an inclusive outdoor environment, delivering intergenerational mental wellbeing.
The quality and purpose of this public realm is consistent
across the city. In areas of residential regeneration and development, the foundations of good health are delivered ahead of
homes to bring immediate benefit: clean water, medical centres
and active environments. The driver of this city is the living
environment, not the built environment, a different way of valuing place. There is a consistent impression of public space being
an inclusive resource, which is much more important to mental
wellbeing than merely greening the city.
Like anywhere else, there is a hierarchy in Chinese society
reflected in the urban form, but here it is modified by certain
physical features that serve as levellers. Residential development
is of a predominantly dense, city scale within a positive public
realm, rather than taking the form of suburban sprawl. All
residents have access to the same range of facilities within each
neighbourhood, complex and building. Developers must provide
internal space where neighbours can meet; the use of these
spaces depends on the community, but central to all of them
are health and self-care. In some, equipment is provided where
people can check their own blood pressure etc. and access health
information via computers. In some complexes, where doctors
are residents, they volunteer time to advise their neighbours
on self-care. In other neighbourhoods, professionals in local
health centres volunteer with the local community. Many other
members of the community (such as teachers, musicians and
gardeners) also volunteer their time and expertise, enhancing
wellbeing for all. This resonates with Five Ways to Wellbeing
(New Economics Foundation, 2008) which is embedded in the
UK government’s health policies.
We witnessed these physical and social approaches to selfcare in Wenchang Garden Community, the largest ‘resettlement
community’ in Yangzhou, home to 12,608 people in 4,220 households on a 13-hectare site. The programme that has created this

6

7

6 Self-care information
covers a wide range of
issues
7 Subsistence farming
on the urban fringe
which the Wenchang
Garden Community
resettlement
community aims to
support

new neighbourhood aims to lift people
out of poverty and to support individuals
and families in the transition from rural
subsistence farming to urban living.
Many, but not all, of the people here are
from former rural communities displaced
by the expanding city. In the areas on
the urban fringe that we visited, there
were still farmers living in unsanitary
conditions, housed in makeshift tarpaulin
shelters amongst ‘food gardens’ – we
might recognise them as allotments. They
are precarious places where you would
still ask ‘Have you eaten rice today?’ The
shift from this lifestyle to a dense urban
one where you have few skills on offer, is
why new and emerging neighbourhoods
like Wenchang Garden Community are
so important for nurturing behaviour
change, helping to apply skills in a new
environment and integrating with a new
way of life.
The support structure in Wenchang
Garden Community includes 2,000m2 of
office space plus extensive community
rooms that contain libraries, museums,
arts, crafts and activity spaces. It is a
mixed neighbourhood, where welfare and
support systems have been established
and are managed by the community,
covering social services, employment
and training. To prevent isolation, ‘caring
cards’ are distributed to residents, aimed
particularly at vulnerable groups. Thirtyfive social organisations have been established within this community, with 1,372
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citizenship, stewardship of the future city
is a potent issue. Yangzhou city planners
were open about the threats inherent in
the success of the city, demonstrating a
preparedness (as paraphrased below):
The growth of motor vehicles is rapidly
creating pedestrian conflicts, with environmental and health problems for the
city at large.
The city layout is loose and not conducive to walking, while the cost of private
transport is high for most residents,
creating inequity within the city.
Greater provision for an ageing population is required to overcome a serious
lack of health care institutions and a good
building mechanism (we interpreted this
as lifetime homes, though the extra-care
facilities we saw were excellent).
The environmental situation remains
challenging, with air and water pollution continuing to hamper urban
development.

•
•
•
•

Movement is a big issue. Whilst neighbourhoods are walkable, getting around
the city on foot is challenging. Cycle infrastructure is established at a significant
level across the city, with 2,000 bicycle
hire stations supplying 20,000 cycles
for public use. There is extensive use of
electric mopeds and scooters, but nearmisses with cars are everywhere to be
seen. The highway network is generous,
and attractively designed from a pedestrian and cycling perspective. Whilst
there is time, it will be crucial to capitalise
on this positive environment with public
transport infrastructure that reduces the
space available for private motor transport, moderating its dangerous influence.
The cooperative city leadership, working with concerted coordination between
departments, is implementing a thoughtful and consistent people-oriented philosophy, allowing a resilient environment
to emerge from a healthy, sustainable
community.

8

volunteers registered on a time-banking scheme. A community
work exchange centre and a community doctor workstation have
been established, the latter operating as an educational practice
base for the local hospital and university. The workstation
enables a mixture of hands-on work and theoretical research
into community building and management. There is a lot to learn
here in terms of how universities and communities could work
together in the UK.
At a policy level, Yangzhou City has implemented a 10
Themes (of) Health Promotion programme, covering hospitals,
schools, health providers, companies, communities and families.
The city authorities indicate that there are already demonstrable
positive benefits from this work in progress. The average life
expectancy of Yangzhou City residents is 79 years, three years
higher than the national average, and with lower levels of hospitalisation and chronic disease. This has resulted in a surplus in
Yangzhou’s health insurance scheme and its wider recognition as
a city of choice, attracting new residents, business and responsible high quality inward investment.
What are the challenges?
Whilst the shape and form of developments and infrastructure
can be planned, taxation policies put in place to cross fund public works, and volunteer schemes facilitated to nurture a sense of
Urban Design ― spring 2017 ― Issue 142
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Graham Marshall, Prosocial Place and
Visiting Senior Research Fellow, University of
Liverpool, and Professor Rhiannon Corcoran,
Academic Director, Heseltine Institute for
Public Policy and Practice, University of
Liverpool

8 The accreditation
team visiting
community facilities in
Yangzhou
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Healthy Streets
Lucy Saunders explains the Greater London
Authority and Transport for London’s approach

1

P

eople are living longer than ever, so do we really need
to make places healthier? Yes we do, because while we
are living longer, we are living more of our lives in poor
health. This is a result of how we go about our daily lives – travel,
work, leisure – which is inherently connected to the places we
live in.
We know that urban form and the quality of the public realm
can impact on our health in many ways: air pollution, social connectedness, access to food and services, mental wellbeing, road
danger, noise and physical activity. How do we know which of
these health impacts is the most important and what is the best
way to address them? The most effective thing to do is to address
all of them at once, rather than focusing on individual issues. The
health challenges we are facing are both significant and urgent,
but we can go a long way by implementing good practice in urban
design, doing it at every opportunity and at the largest possible
scale.
HEALTHY STREETS
Creating places that work for people will deliver places that
are healthful. When it comes to the public realm, this largely
means reducing the dominance of motorised transport. While
motorised transport is a great asset for performing some tasks
in urban areas (e.g. carrying large bulky objects), it is currently
being used for a lot of tasks that it is not needed for (e.g. carrying a person who could walk or cycle instead). This impacts
negatively on both human health through air pollution and

1 The ten indicators
of a Healthy Street.
Source Lucy Saunders

physical inactivity, and what urban places
feel like to be in: noisy, intimidating,
unwelcoming. A car-centric urban realm
also reinforces health inequalities with
the most disadvantaged people experiencing the worst impacts of air pollution,
road danger and poor access. Taking an
approach that puts people’s needs at the
centre of decision-making can serve to
reduce these inequalities and this is what
the Healthy Streets approach is all about.
Healthy Streets identifies ten indicators of a street environment that tell us
how well we are serving people through
our urban design and transport policies.
Each of these indicators has a scientific
evidence base for its role in improving
health, reducing health inequalities and
encouraging sustainable travel. There
are two top level indicators: ‘Pedestrians
from all walks of life’ and ‘People choose
to walk and cycle’. The ultimate aim is to
create environments in which everybody
is able to participate in public life and
where the healthiest and most environmentally friendly transport choices are
the first choice.
While these two indicators are the
ultimate objective, they also serve as
indicators of how we are performing and
what we, as designers and planners, need
to do. If there are no children playing
in the street, we need to ask ourselves
why and what we can do to change that.
The other eight indicators also prompt
us to think about what we need to do to
create a healthy, inclusive environment.
Streets that do not feel safe or relaxing,
streets which are noisy and where there is
nowhere to stop and rest or shelter from
inclement weather are unappealing to the
majority of us but, even more importantly,
can mean that some people simply cannot
use those spaces.
The ten Healthy Streets indicators are
not all within the gift of transport professionals to deliver. Landscape architects
create green, inviting public spaces; community groups and artists activate spaces
with art and activities; planners, developers and designers ensure buildings face
onto streets and provide active frontages
and destinations for local trips on foot
or by bicycle. All these are essential for
creating Healthy Streets.
The Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan,
has committed to taking the Healthy
Streets approach in his vision A City
for All Londoners. We can expect to see
decision-making by Transport for London
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The Healthy Streets objective
is to make streets and public
spaces healthier and fairer
environments... moving the
conversation beyond which
mode of transport gets the
most space to what mix of uses
delivers the best place
2

on the limited space between buildings.
Streets are complex and contested spaces
and there is no single blueprint that can
be applied to every street to deliver the
Healthy Streets objectives. Instead a process of negotiation is required on every
street to deliver the best outcomes within
the physical, financial, political and social
circumstances. Taking the Healthy Streets
approach at least establishes from the
outset that the objective is to make streets
and public spaces work better for people,
and to be healthier and fairer environments. This can be incredibly helpful in
moving the conversation beyond which
mode of transport gets the most space to
what mix of uses delivers the best place.
There is growing recognition of the
importance of designing and managing
public spaces well for keeping people in
good health and reducing inequalities.
However it can take years to demonstrate
that good urban design is delivering
reductions in the burden of long-term
conditions such as heart disease, which
can mean that practitioners struggle
to demonstrate the health benefits of
their work. Professionals in this field
can demonstrate the value of their work
by showing how it is helping to deliver
health outcomes using the Healthy Streets
indicators, to illustrate the benefits of
taking a holistic approach. Changes in the
ten indicators of a Healthy Street can be
shown from the design-stage and increasing the number and range of people
choosing to spend time, walk and cycle
on the street can be shown easily through
street surveys. These simple measures are
a great proxy for a successful and healthful environment.

3

and parts of the Greater London Authority reflect this peoplecentred approach. This is not only an opportunity for London;
the Healthy Streets approach can help politicians everywhere
talk to their communities about what they want to do to make
urban places better. We can all relate to what it feels like to be on
a street: it is tangible to us in a way that talking about transport
or regeneration policies may not be. Using the Healthy Streets
indicators also helps communities to communicate what they
want to change without having to know what the means of
delivering that change will be; that task can be given to the policy
makers, planners and designers.
For policy makers, planners and designers there is plenty of
guidance on what to do to achieve the Healthy Streets outcomes.
The Faculty of Public Health recently published Local action to
mitigate the health impacts of cars (2016) which points to the
effective measures that can be taken by a range of practitioners
to reduce the dominance of traffic on people. The National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) have also
produced Public Health Guidance for hard and soft measures
to increase walking and cycling. Best practice design guidance
includes Designing for slow speeds by Urban Design London,
and Transport for London’s London Cycle Design Standards and
Streetscape Guidance.
MANAGING COMPETING DEMANDS
One of the biggest challenges in putting design guidance into
practice and applying the Healthy Streets approach is the need
to manage the competing demands of different stakeholders
Urban Design ― spring 2017 ― Issue 142
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Lucy Saunders, Public Health Specialist –
Transport and Public Realm, Greater London
Authority and Transport for London
2 Sydney: new cycle
tracks and planting
to reduce traffic
dominance and
encourage walking and
cycling
3 Montreal: planting
and seating create a
meeting space
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The Healthy City:
the Art of the Possible
George Ferguson, the former mayor of Bristol describes
his initiatives in office
City Council’s Public Health team. Bristol
launched its Bristol Healthy Schools initiative for which I announced the Mayor’s
Award for Excellence.
Healthy Children = Healthy Learners =
Healthy City: The healthy schools programme encourages schools to promote
healthy lifestyles and behaviour across a
range of issues, physical, environmental
and social. Pupils are encouraged to
explore healthy growing, cooking and
eating as well as learn about personal
safety and the importance of introducing
physical activity into their lives. It is also
about mental health, an issue of huge and
growing concern amongst the young.
Young people learn how to build positive
relationships and manage difficult feelings, talk about their anxieties and discover where to go when they need help.
We set the bar high. The primary
schools in particular responded magnificently, with the happy spin-off of involving not only teachers and staff but also
parents – even sometimes unwittingly.
One of my signature policies was ‘One tree
per child’: a primary school programme
that became a key part of Bristol’s year as
European Green Capital 2015, with the
aim of it spreading to other cities across
the UK, and working with an Australian
charity of the same name and purpose,
across the world. I have no doubt that
this programme will be a great driver for
change, but it is just part of a bigger plan.

1

W

e have been very good at creating unhealthy cities. We
may not, in the 21st century UK, have slums with open
drains and foul smelling streets, plagues of rats and
flies, open coal fires and lung-destroying thick smog, polio and
rampant tuberculosis, all typical of our 19th century cities, – but
in the process of modernisation, we may have created less visible, but more insidious life-threatening syndromes.
IS THERE A FORMULA FOR THE HEALTHY CITY?
The easy answer to this question is that no two cities are the
same, but in my time as the elected mayor of Bristol, a city
defined by its difference, it became very clear to me that there
is a common city agenda: the healthy city. I was impatient to
make change in just four years but knew that change is slow and
often strongly resisted. I used to claim that the collective word
for those who resist change is adults, which went down well in
schools!
There is a real urgency for action. We need to encourage
healthy lifestyles, and clean up our act, reduce air pollution and
the factors of city life that put unnecessary additional pressure
on our physical and mental health services. This is a huge challenge in a democracy. So the first rule is that we desperately need
courageous city leadership that is more interested in step change
than in political survival.
A LABORATORY FOR CHANGE
My election vision was that: ‘Bristol becomes a place where
young and old are respected and valued members of society and
where living healthy, happy and safe lives is the shared hope of
everyone.’
We started with schools and with the youngest children:
the line of least resistance and our greatest investment in the
future. It is individuals that make a difference, so I was extremely
fortunate to be introduced to Julie Coulthard, an enthusiast for
this approach with a great track record working within Bristol

1 The Mayor’s Healthy
School Food Awards
in 2015, presented by
George Ferguson

Safer streets and healthy travel: We
have stolen streets from our children and
dominated them with cars, impeding children’s freedom to play, walk and cycle. We
have allowed cars to take over the majority of spaces in cities and made streets
more dangerous and polluted. Creating
safe routes to school and breaking the
damaging habit of driving kids, creating
a third rush hour, should be a priority. In
Zurich kindergarten kids walk unaccompanied to school and parents are strongly
discouraged from giving them a lift.
In the UK any such edict is seen as
‘nanny state’ interference but this is
where the idea of the carrot and stick is so
necessary. After-school play streets advocated by Playing Out (http://playingout.
net/) are a great eye-opener to remind
people what a neighbourhood street is for
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2

3

and that city children have lost the freedom to roam as previous
generations could. Play is an essential element of the healthy city
and should not be confined to parks and playgrounds.

dependent, suburban extensions or satellite housing estates.
Redefining city boundaries: In too many
cases cities have grown into neighbouring
authorities with seemingly little interest in or understanding of the city that
is their lifeblood. The current UK city
region devolution process with directly
elected metro mayors is a step in the right
direction. But without strong planning
powers and leadership, and with all the
legal and bureaucratic hurdles of central
government, it will fail to make the type
of radical changes that my hero city of
Copenhagen has been able to make over
the past 40 years.
Truly strategic planning should take
the bull by the horns; cities should be
prepared to do deals with surrounding
landowners, as was done by architect
Mayor Jaime Lerner in the city of Curitiba,
creating both city parks and forests
alongside high density development.
Curitiba turned from being a polluted,
car-dominated city into the place that has
inspired green and healthy change across
South America and beyond.

Taming and containing traffic: We must free our polluted
historic city centres of all but essential traffic, and enable traders to spill out into the streets and people to have space to play,
dance and socialise. My Bristol programme Make Sunday Special
was designed to open streets and to open eyes and minds to
the huge benefits of a car-free environment, as a precursor to a
permanent return of the city to its people, not only in the centre
but also in the hearts of its urban villages.
Now essential to many, cars are the great destroyer of cities.
If I had had the power, I would have set an early date to ban the
internal combustion engine from my city. It has replaced the
open coal fire as the principal urban danger and environmental
health hazard. In the meantime we can reduce speeds to civilise
streets: 20mph is plenty on all but the main radial routes, with
10mph on shared surfaces.
Making public transport and cycling sexy: I believe that
individual car ownership will decline but it won’t do so without
viable alternatives: i.e. green corridors combined with zeroemission segregated transport corridors into and out of the city.
We have been left behind by our continental counterparts in
failing to invest enough in light rapid urban transport systems.
Bordeaux has seen what investment can do in terms of tempting
people out of their cars and creating a beautiful and healthy
public realm in the process.
By selling my car and buying a better bike, I did my bit
towards this goal, which has hugely benefited my health and
fitness. Cycling has massively increased in Bristol, which is a
hilly city, but it takes more than inspiration to wrench people
out of their cars. For example discouraging commuting into the
city by reducing parking, especially in central residential streets
that have become free commuter car parks to the detriment of
residents’ health and amenity, or including cycling proficiency
by those who are able, as part of the driving test and a condition
of renewing a driving licence.
City as farm and nature reserve: Bristol is fortunate in having the highest ratio of green open space of any major city in
England, but we could use it more imaginatively to grow trees
and food. While we need to build higher density communities,
we should ensure easy access to green recreational space and
wildlife. Contact with nature and wildlife is fundamental to our
wellbeing and we need to embed it into city planning, working
with local Wildlife Trusts amongst others, harnessing the huge
potential for volunteering.
To create a healthy city that is good for wildlife, we need
to build green corridors and to reach out into the surrounding
countryside in a more imaginative way than that encouraged
by the 1947 Planning Act. This resulted in low density, car
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It’s the little things that matter: Creating a healthy city is not just about big
gestures. It is about being more thoughtful. Why do we use the car when we could
walk? Why opt for the lift rather than the
stairs? It’s often too easy to do so, and as
urban designers, architects and planners
we should be making the healthy option
the easy one – the walking or cycling
route the quicker one. As cities and as
individuals we should be investing in
energy-saving measures and renewables,
but most of all we should be creating
polycentric cities of mixed use self-sustaining urban villages, which foster happy
and healthy lives. It is healthy, happy
cities that will win in the economic stakes
and we all have a part to play, whatever
our age or occupation. Let’s start now!
2 Bristol: Redcliffe
Nursery where children
learned about food
first hand
3 Raleigh Road ‘open
street’ day

•

George Ferguson CBE PPRIBA, Mayor of
Bristol 2012-16
http://www.happycity.org.uk/
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Healthy Placemaking
as the New Normal

1

I

2

t’s now Spring 2017 and it’s been an education collating
articles for this edition of Urban Design. From Public Health
England we learn about the value of evidence and health data
to tackle some of the most pressing health issues: inequality,
physical inactivity and obesity. From Layla McCay we learn
about the urban factors that contribute to poor mental health
and the priorities for designing out mental distress in towns
and cities. Lucy Saunders has explained what a healthy street
is in clear, practical terms and Space Syntax have shown how
spatial analysis can help us create places where, for example, we
maximise the number of people who can walk to work and walk
to the shops. We learn from George Ferguson about leadership
that supports changes to activities, places and attitudes and
Laurence Carmichael has reinforced the importance of active
travel in increasing physical activity and reducing air pollution. Prosocial Place have set out the policies, places and social
structures that underpin Yangzhou’s incredible achievements in
boosting population health, and NHS England have explained
the broad cross-sector working that creating healthy places here
will depend on.
We continue to build low-density sprawl and car-orientated
streets and it’s just not on. The NHS budget won’t stretch to
treating multiple, long-term preventable diseases en masse
and people really don’t want to suffer from those diseases. We
understand a lot about the role of the physical environment in
shaping people’s behaviours, wellbeing and health. We need a
new normal in placemaking.
Drawing on the expertise of the contributors to this journal
and many others, this is my advice for building health into the
physical environment, to help to make healthy placemaking the
new normal.
1.	Say it out loud and keep saying it. Healthy placemaking
will only happen when it becomes real for everyone involved
in planning, design and decision-making. Compact, mixed
use, walkable neighbourhoods. Cycling and public transport.
Neighbourhoods that are clean and feel safe. Healthy food
and positive social contact for everyone in society. Accessible
and appealing green spaces. Say it in meetings and in informal
conversations. Say it with colleagues, clients, politicians and
stakeholders. And say what’s bad for health: low density,

single use, car-orientated, polluted,
unfriendly, lonely places: get that
elephant in the room out.
2.	Bring health people to the table.
Work with the people responsible for
health prevention, physical and mental
health care and social care. Share
issues, data, objectives and if possible,
funding. Find solutions together.
3.	Use the frameworks that exist
wlike Design Council’s functions of
healthy place-making, Layla McCay’s
GAPS framework or Lucy Saunders’
10 healthy street indicators. Use the
framework to drive the design and programming of the places that people will
use in their daily lives, from the design
of a playground to the strategy for an
urban expansion. Build the framework
into structures and systems, such as
strategies, job descriptions, key performance indicators.
4.	Do it with your new friends. Work
with public health practitioners and
with health and social care professionals to decide how success will be
measured and to create the healthy
neighbourhoods you dream of.
1–2 Torriano Infants
and Juniors School,
London, one of six
Camden Active
Spaces, funded by the
local Commissioning
Group and Camden
Council to encourage
children to be more
active in outdoor
spaces on a daily basis

Good health and good luck.

•

Rachel Toms
rachel.toms@designcouncil.org.uk
www.designcouncil.org.uk/healthy-places
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Beyond Live/Work, The
Architecture of HomeBased Work
Frances Holliss, Routledge, 2015,
ISBN 9780415585491
Tracing historic and contemporary combinations of homes and workplaces, this book
offers a fascinating insight into what we
regard as a modern phenomenon enabled
by technology, but which is inherent in how
people have long lived and earned a living.
Citing the White House as the ultimate
live/work example, the author seeks to celebrate and learn from cases: from medieval
and Industrial Revolution workhomes, iconic
architect-designed workhomes , to the everyday reality of combining work and life in one
place.
Looking at the modern city and how it detached work from home in an effort to make
cleaner and safer living conditions, Holliss
explores the suburbs, housing standards,
the Garden City Movement and functional
zoning laws. These are shown as separating
men (the principal breadwinners) from their
wives and children, and relegating homebased working to an ‘underground’ activity,
rather than a natural part of the city’s social
capital, and one of lesser value, a view which
lingers today. Charles Booths’ detailed accounts of middle and working class London is
used alongside Jane Jacobs’ four generators
of diversity in city streets, to show the social
and economic value that living and working
together can bring. Usefully, the book looks
at governance, which has wrongly portrayed
home/work as an unwelcome illicit way of
working (or conversely living), with planning
policies, laws or taxes that penalise homebased enterprise; resourceful workers who
have to find ways to make a living without upsetting the neighbours.
Bringing the debate into the 21st century,
the final chapter looks at sustainability. The
energy consumption involved in corporate
vs. home based work typically means that
environmental efficiencies are side effects

rather than the primary goal. Economically
there is a risk that the lessons learned here
are not being heeded, so that in modernising
many cities in India, the essential but informal economy is being swept away with the
slums, eliminating opportunities for homebased working in new western-style housing
typologies. The section on social sustainability (and the everyday reality section above)
draws upon the views of 76 interviewees that
the author surveyed for the book. Despite
the problems of working at home or living at
work, almost all valued the autonomy and
control that the model offered them: to be
more involved in family time – young or old
– or avoiding time-consuming commutes.
The benefits to the local economy are also
explored, and where home/work is not allowed, this has the effect of isolating the
hidden worker. The book is a great read, well
illustrated and seeks to encourage designers to find simple ways to promote living
and working in the same building and across
neighbourhoods.

•

Louise Thomas

Ruralism, The Future of
Villages and Small Towns in
an Urbanizing World
Vanessa Miriam Carlow, Jovis, 2016
ISBN 9783868594300
The term urbanism is well-known and in
common use, so it was perhaps inevitable
that the term ruralism would be coined.
Vanessa Carlow is not the first to use it, and
there still seems to be some fluidity in the
way that the term is used. Paula Cocozza,
for example, used it in 2012 to describe
the taking over of city spaces by what she
described the ‘pastoral idyll’. In this book,
Carlow has drawn together a series of essays
from different disciplines with varying foci,
but with a common concern for sustainability. It has a northern European emphasis, and
with a final glance at the global perspective,
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which includes examples from China, Columbia and Oman.
There are three core themes. The first
examines the urban-rural dichotomy. This
is followed by a series of studies of aspects
of ruralism in Germany, Sweden and Switzerland. The global section concludes the
book. In her introduction, Carlow highlights
the issues facing small settlements in rural
areas but seems to fall into the trap of treating rural areas as merely an adjunct to the
needs of urban areas. However the vital link
between rural areas and demands of sustainability is established.
Perhaps the most significant aspect of
this collection of papers is not their immediate relevance to urban design practice,
but the way in which they demonstrate
the incredible depth of thinking about urban settlements that thrives throughout
Northern Europe. The ease with which the
contributors express complex ideas is salutary. There are occasionally difficult and
contorted phrases, but the display of sheer
erudition is astounding.
The practice of collecting the papers given at a conference and presenting them as
a coherent argument is problematic and the
use of recorded interviews is not successful.
Clearly the quality of the papers presented
varies but one by Eckart Voigts, while initially appearing of little relevance to urban
design, is well worth reading: it provides an
opportunity to stand back and look at contemporary attitudes towards the urban-rural
dichotomy.
There are the usual problems of reproducing large maps in a small book, but the
illustrations are well presented. It is telling
that the photographic essay, which introduces the main text, portrays such a sad and
sterile environment. Is this really what ruralism means?

•

Richard Cole architect and planner, formerly
Director of Planning and Architecture of the
Commission for New Towns
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Urbanism
The Academy of Urbanism:
David Rudlin, Rob Thompson &
Sarah Jarvis, Routledge, 2016,
ISBN 9781138015623
What is the relationship is between the Urban
Design Group and the Academy of Urbanism
(AoU)? The two bodies have similar objectives, in promoting urban design and the
importance of place quality, but pursue them
in different ways. One of the similarities is
that they both give annual awards. The difference, and perhaps a constructive one, is that
the UDG gives awards to people, and the AoU
gives awards to places.
The Academy has been giving annual
awards for ten years, in the five categories
of Cities, Towns, Neighbourhoods, Streets
and Places. The first two lots of winners have
been published earlier. This bumper book
gathers together the shortlisted places, 75 in
total, considered in the next five years, 2009
to 2013. The fifteen cities are selected from
European countries as well as the UK: entries
in the other four categories are all British or
Irish.
Each of the 75 entries is documented
by a thoughtful text, dealing with historical
development and analysis as well as description, photographs, a figure-ground plan, and
attractive line drawings by David Harrison. In
addition there are poems about each place by
the Academy’s poet in residence Ian McMillan: sometimes with something distinctive to
say, but mostly rather formulaic.
It is not a book that one is likely to read
through from front to back. Nor is it really a
reference book, although you might look for
information on Antwerp or Bournville or Tobermory if you remembered that they were
included here. It is a record of five years’ work
by an institution and a lot of individuals, and
it is a handsome book of a type sometimes
unhelpfully and dismissively classified as
coffee-table.
I have not done a contents analysis to
identify what makes a great town, street,
etc,, although with diligence one could. I

suspect it might come out something like
Jane Jacobs’ four conditions for Diversity in
Death and Life. It is a disappointing fact, but
predictable, that nearly all the great places
in this book are old places. There are several
reinvented old places, like Nottingham’s Lace
Market and London’s Coin Street, but the only
entirely new places are the Accordia development in Cambridge, and City Park in Bradford.
Even these cannot be understood in isolation from their older context. Build Accordia
in Bradford or City Park in Cambridge, and
they would be different places, and not as
successful. To give awards it is necessary to
crowbar things out of their context, and this
act can misrepresent them. But it’s a wellconstructed book, which I gained pleasure
from. One little grumble – great to have all
those meticulously-drawn figure-grounds,
but why no drawn scales?

•

Joe Holyoak

Global Cities: a short history
Greg Clark, Brookings Institution
Press, 2016, ISBN 9780815728917
Why write about global cities? Who should
read about global cities? These questions are
difficult to answer here as the vision of global
cities depicted by Greg Clark seems to be
completely without human beings, without
life. Yes, he mentions talent, entrepreneurship and diversity many times, population
sometimes, youth unemployment once.
Other euphemisms include liveability but
rarely quality of life. What and who are these
global cities for? People, consumers, producers or simply city dwellers, let alone their
unpredictability, fallacies and insubordination seem to be completely absent in this
abstract world.
Clark states what he is not doing: providing a definition of ‘global cities’, estimating
how many of them exist and why, how long
they will keep their global status. So what is
this booklet for?
He gives a very edited history of ancient

and modern global cities and how to understand and measure them by means of
growing numbers of rank order city indices;
he then moves to ‘global cities today’ and
ends with ‘challenges and leadership needs
of future global cities’ which divide into existing, emerging and new ones. They arise with
urbanisation, which in his view takes place in
accelerating waves, the latest after the financial crash in 2008. For him, global cities are
about economic hegemony and global competition, possibly domination owing to their
command and control powers. They are about
trade (of goods and services) and connectivity (over cross border routes, illustrated
from historic times, e.g. Silk Road in Asia,
slave trade routes across the Atlantic, port
networks everywhere). His schema, albeit
mentioning technology and innovation, could
be interpreted as a set of nodes and links
between them across which commodities
are being shifted, without much attention to
where they are being produced (value added)
and why, and especially by whom (livelihood
of urban society or robots).
Global cities seem to exist in their own
right, certainly not for the purpose of people
living, working and playing in them. Precious
little is said about the context of these global
cities, sometimes interchangeable with
‘world cities’.
The problem with such a global stance is
the difficulty in scratching more than just the
surface, and examples given in boxes being
more than arbitrarily selected global cities
from different periods and different parts of
the world. Implicit in all of this is that global
cities emerging as global leaders are a good
thing. How does that help ‘anyone who lives
in or is influenced by the world’s great concentrations of people and capital’? How could
urban designers make professional contributions to ‘the leadership that can make
these cities competitive and resilient’? Urban
design has to take into consideration globalisation, however this book may not offer them
the best way forward.

•

Judith Ryser, researcher, journalist, writer
and urban affairs consultant to Fundacion
Metropoli, Madrid
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Practice
Index
The following practices and urban
design courses are members
of the Urban Design Group.
Please see the UDG’s website
www.urbandesigndirectory.com for
more details.
Those wishing to be included in
future issues should contact the
UDG
70 Cowcross Street
London EC1M 6EJ
T	020 7250 0892
C	Robert Huxford
E	administration@udg.org.uk
W	www.udg.org.uk

ADAM Urbanism

Old Hyde House
75 Hyde Street
Winchester SO23 7DW
T 01962 843843
C	Hugh Petter, Robert Adam
E	hugh.petter@adamarchitecture.com
robert.adam@adamarchitecture.com
W	www.adamurbanism.com
World-renowned for progressive,
classical design covering town and
country houses, housing development,
urban masterplans, commercial
development and public buildings.

Alan Baxter

75 Cowcross Street
London EC1M 6EL
T	020 7250 1555
C	Alan Baxter
E	abaxter@alanbaxter.co.uk
W	www.alanbaxter.co.uk
An engineering and urban design
practice. Particularly concerned with
the thoughtful integration of buildings,
infrastructure and movement, and the
creation of places.

Albonico Sack Metacity
Architects & Urban
Designers
PO Box 95387
Grant Park
Johannesburg
02051 South Africa
T	+27 11 492 0633
C	Monica Albonico
E	monica@albosack.co.za
W	www.asmarch.com

A multi-disciplinary practice
specialising in large scale, green field,
urban regeneration and upgrading
strategies, as well as residential,
special and educational projects.

Allen Pyke Associates

The Factory 2 Acre Road
Kingston-upon-Thames KT2 6EF
T	020 8549 3434
C	David Allen/ Vanessa Ross
E	design@allenpyke.co.uk
W	www.allenpyke.co.uk

Innovative, responsive, committed,
competitive, process. Priorities: people,
spaces, movement, culture. Places:
regenerate, infill, extend create.

Allies & Morrison:
Urban Practitioners

85 Southwark Street, London SE1 0HX
T 020 7921 0100
C	Anthony Rifkin
E	arifkin@am-up.com
W www.urbanpractitioners.co.uk
Specialist competition winning urban
regeneration practice combining
economic and urban design skills.
Projects include West Ealing and
Plymouth East End.

Amec Foster Wheeler
Environment &
Infrastructure UK Ltd

Gables House Kenilworth Road,
Leamington Spa, Warwicks CV32 6JX
T	01926 439 000
C	David Thompson, Technical
Director
E	david.thompson@amecfw.com
W www.amecfw.com.
Masterplanning, urban design,
development planning and landscape
within broad-based multidisciplinary
environmental and engineering
consultancy.

Andrew Martin Planning
Town Mill, Mill Lane, Stebbing,
Dunmow, Essex CM6 35N
T 01971 855855
C	Andrew Martin
E	andrew@am-plan.com
W www.am-plan.com

Independent planning, urban design
and development consultancy. Advises
public and private sector clients on
strategic site promotion, development
planning and management, planning
appeals, masterplanning and
community engagement.

Applied Wayfinding

3rd floor, 22 Stukeley Street
London WC2B 5LR
T 020 7017 8488
C	Richard Simon
E	info@appliedwayfinding.com
W www.appliedwayfinding.com

Applied Wayfinding is an international
design consultancy with expertise in
designing legible systems for complex
environments. Applied’s approach
and methods have evolved from many
years of experience in developing
world-class wayfinding schemes for
cities, campuses, parks, mixed use
developments and internal spaces.

AREA

Grange, Linlithgow
West Lothian EH49 7RH
T	01506 843247
C	Karen Cadell/ Julia Neil
E	ask@area.uk.com
W	www.area.uk.com

Making places imaginatively to deliver
the successful, sustainable and
humane environments of the future.

Arnold Linden

Chartered Architect
31 Waterlow Court, Heath Close
Hampstead Way
London NW11 7DT
T 020 8455 9286
C	Arnold Linden

Integrated regeneration through the
participation in the creative process of
the community and the public at large,
of streets, buildings and places.
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ASH SAKULA ARCHITECTS

5 Hatton Wall, London, EC1N 8HX
T 020 7831 0195
C Cany Ash
E	info@ashsak.com
W www.ashsak.com

Ash Sakula is an architectural
partnership with projects spanning
housing and mixed use developments,
cultural and educational buildings,
masterplanning and urban design.

Assael Architecture

Studio 13, 50 Carnwath Road
London SW6 3FG
T	020 7736 7744
C	Russell Pedley
E	pedley@assael.co.uk
W	www.assael.co.uk

Architects and urban designers
covering mixed use, hotel, leisure and
residential, including urban frameworks
and masterplanning projects.

Atkins plc

Euston Tower, 286 Euston Road,
London NW1 3AT
T	020 7121 2000
C	Paul Reynolds
E	paul.reynolds@atkinsglobal.com
W www.atkinsglobal.co.uk
Interdisciplinary practice that offers a
range of built environment specialists
working together to deliver quality
places for everybody to enjoy.

Baca Architects

Unit 1, 199 Long Lane
London SE1 4PN
T	020 7397 5620
C	Richard Coutts
E	enquiries@baca.uk.com
W	www.baca.uk.com

Award-winning architects with 100 per
cent planning success. Baca Architects
have established a core specialism in
waterfront and water architecture.

Barton Willmore
Partnership

READING
The Blade, Abbey Square
Reading RG1 3BE
T	0118 943 0000
C	James de Havilland, Nick Sweet
and Dominic Scott
MANCHESTER
Tower 12, 18/22 Bridge Street
Spinningfields
Manchester M3 3BZ
T 0161 817 4900
C Dan Mitchell
E	masterplanning@bartonwillmore.
co.uk
W www.bartonwillmore.co.uk

Concept through to implementation on
complex sites, comprehensive design
guides, urban regeneration, brownfield
sites, and major urban expansions.

be1 Architects

5 Abbey Court, Fraser Road
Priory Business Park
Bedford MK44 3WH
T	01234 261266
C	Ny Moughal
E	ny.moughal@be-1.co.uk
W	www.be1architects.co.uk

be1 is a practice of creative and
experienced architects, designers,
masterplanners, visualisers and
technicians. We are skilled in the
design and delivery of masterplanning,
architectural and urban design projects
and are committed to designing the
appropriate solution for all of our
projects.

The Bell Cornwell
Partnership

Oakview House, Station Road, Hook,
Hampshire RG27 9TP
T	01256 766673
C	Simon Avery
E	savery@bell-cornwell.co.uk
W	www.bell-cornwell.co.uk
Specialists in Masterplanning and the
coordination of major development
proposals. Advisors on development
plan representations, planning
applications and appeals.

Bidwells

Bidwell House, Trumpington Road
Cambridge CB2 9LD
T 01223 559800
M 07500 782001
C	Johnny Clayton
E	Johnny.clayton@bidwells.co.uk
W www.bidwells.co.uk
Planning, Landscape and Urban
Design consultancy, specialising
in Masterplanning, Townscape
Assessment, Landscape and Visual
Impact Assessment.

Boyer

24 Southwark Bridge Road
London SE1 9HF
T	020 3268 2018
C	Ananya Banerjee
ananyabanerjee@boyerplanning.co.uk
W	www.boyerplanning.co.uk

Offices in Bristol, Cardiff, Colchester,
London and Wokingham.
Planning and urban design consultants
offering a wide range of services
to support sites throughout the
development process. We believe in
shaping places through responsive
design.

BOYLE + SUMMERS

Canute Chambers
Canute Road
Southampton S014 3AB
T 02380 63 1432/ 07824 698033
C	Richard Summers
E	Richard@boyleandsummers.co.uk
W www.boyleandsummers.co.uk

Space-shapers, place-makers, street
designers and development promoters.
Value generators, team workers and
site finders. Strategists, pragmatists,
specialists and generalists.
Visioneers, urbanists, architects and
masterplanners.

Building Design Partnership
16 Brewhouse Yard, Clerkenwell,
London EC1V 4LJ
T 020 7812 8000
C	Andrew Tindsley
E	andrew.tindsley@bdp.com
W www.bdp.co.uk

BDP offers town planning,
Masterplanning, urban design,
landscape, regeneration and
sustainability studies, and has teams
based in London, Manchester and
Belfast.

Broadway Malyan

3 Weybridge Business Park
Addlestone Road, Weybridge,
Surrey KT15 2BW
T 01932 845599
C	Jeff Nottage
E	j.nottage@broadwaymalyan.com
W www.broadwaymalyan.com
We are an international interdisciplinary
practice which believes in the value of
placemaking-led masterplans that are
rooted in local context.
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Brock Carmichael
Architects

19 Old Hall Street, Liverpool L3 9JQ
T	0151 242 6222
C	Michael Cosser
E	office@brockcarmichael.co.uk

Masterplans and development briefs.
Mixed use and brownfield regeneration
projects. Design in historic and
sensitive settings. Integrated
landscape design.

Burns + Nice

70 Cowcross Street, London EC1M 6EJ
T	020 7253 0808
C	Marie Burns/ Stephen Nice
E	bn@burnsnice.com
W	www.burnsnice.com
Urban design, landscape architecture,
environmental and transport planning.
Masterplanning, design and public
consultation for community-led work.

Carter Jonas

Berger House, 36-38 Berkeley Square
London W1J 5AE
T 020 7016 0720
C	Rebecca Sanders
E	rebecca.sanders@carterjonas.co.uk
W www.carterjonas.co.uk/ourservices/planning-development.aspx

Multidisciplinary practice working
throughout the UK, specialising in
urban design and masterplanning,
placemaking, new settlements and
urban extensions, urban regeneration,
sustainability and community
consultation. Complemented by
in-house architecture, planning,
development, investment, property and
minerals teams.

Chapman Taylor LLP

10 Eastbourne Terrace,
London W2 6LG
T	020 7371 3000
E	ctlondon@chapmantaylor.com
W	www.chapmantaylor.com
MANCHESTER
Bass Warehouse, 4 Castle Street
Castlefield, Manchester M3 4LZ
T	0161 828 6500
E	ctmcr@chapmantaylor.com

Chapman Taylor is an international
firm of architects and urban designers
specialising in mixed use city centre
regeneration and transport projects
throughout the world. Offices in
Bangkok, Brussels, Bucharest,
Düsseldorf, Kiev, Madrid, Milan,
Moscow, New Delhi, Paris, Prague, Sao
Paulo, Shanghai and Warsaw.

CITY ID

23 Trenchard Street
Bristol BS1 5AN
T	0117 917 7000
C	Mike Rawlinson
E	mike.rawlinson@cityid.co.uk
W	cityid.co.uk

Place branding and marketing vision
Masterplanning, urban design, public
realm strategies, way finding and
legibility strategies, information design
and graphics.

CSA Environmental

Dixies Barns, High Street
Ashwell SG7 5NT
T 01462 743647
C Clive Self
E	ashwell@csaenvironmental.co.uk
W www.csaenvironmental.co.uk
Delivering masterplanning, design
coding and implementations.
Specialist knowledge across
landscape, ecology, archaeology and
urbanism leading to well-presented,
high quality, commercially aware
schemes.

David Huskisson Associates
17 Upper Grosvenor Road,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN1 2DU
T	01892 527828
C	Nicola Brown
E	dha@dha-landscape.co.uk
W www.dha-landscape.co.uk

Landscape consultancy offering
Masterplanning, streetscape and
urban park design, estate restoration,
environmental impact assessments.

DAR

74 Wigmore Street,
London, W1U 2SQ
T 020 7962 1333
C	Simon Gray
E	simon.gray@dar.com
W www.dar.com

Dar is a leading international
multidisciplinary consultant in
urban design, planning, landscape,
engineering, architecture, project
management, transportation and
economics. The founding member of
Dar Group, we are 10,000 strong in 40
offices worldwide.

David Lock Associates Ltd
50 North Thirteenth Street,
Central Milton Keynes,
Milton Keynes MK9 3BP
T	01908 666276
C	Will Cousins
E	mail@davidlock.com
W	www.davidlock.com

Strategic planning studies,
area development frameworks,
development briefs, design guidelines,
Masterplanning, implementation
strategies, environmental statements.

Define

Unit 6, 133-137 Newhall Street
Birmingham B3 1SF
T 0121 237 1901
C	Andy Williams
E	enquiries@wearedefine.com
W	www.wearedefine.com

Define specialises in the promotion,
shaping and assessment of
development. Our work focuses on
strategic planning, masterplanning,
urban design codes, EIA, TVIA, estate
strategies, public realm design,
consultation strategies, urban design
audits and expert witness.

DHA Planning & Urban
Design

Eclipse House, Eclipse Park,
Sittingbourne Road, Maidstone,
Kent ME14 3EN
T	01622 776226
C	Matthew Woodhead
E	info@dhaplanning.co.uk
W	dhaplanning.co.uk

Planning and Urban Design
Consultancy offering a full range
of Urban Design services including
Masterplanning, development briefs
and design statements.

Environmental Dimension
Partnership

Framework Architecture
and Urban Design

The Environmental Dimension
Partnership Ltd provides independent
environmental planning and design
advice to landowners, and property
and energy sector clients throughout
the UK from offices in the Cotswolds,
Shrewsbury and Cardiff.

Architecture and urban design. A
commitment to the broader built
environment and the particular dynamic
of a place and the design opportunities
presented.

Tithe Barn, Barnsley Park Estate
Barnsley, Cirencester GL7 5EG
T	01285 740427
C	Tom Joyce
E	tomj@edp-uk.co.uk
W	www.edp-uk.co.uk/

FarrellS

7 Hatton Street, London NW8 8PL
T	020 7258 3433
C Max Farrell
E	mfarrell@terryfarrell.co.uk
W	www.terryfarrell.com

Architectural, urban design, planning
and Masterplanning services. New
buildings, refurbishment, conference/
exhibition centres and visitor
attractions.

FaulknerBrowns

Dobson House, Northumbrian Way,
Newcastle upon Tyne NE12 6QW
T	0191 268 3007
C	Ben Sykes
E	info@faulknerbrowns.co.uk
W	www.faulknerbrowns.co.uk

FaulknerBrowns is a regionally-based
architectural design practice with a
national and international reputation.
From a workload based initially on
education, library, sports and leisure
buildings, the practice’s current
workload includes masterplanning,
offices, healthcare, commercial mixed
use, industrial and residential, for both
private and public sector clients

Feria Urbanism

Second Floor Studio, 11 Fernside Road
Bournemouth, Dorset BH9 2LA
T	01202 548676
C	Richard Eastham
E	info@feria-urbanism.eu
W	www.feria-urbanism.eu
Expertise in urban planning,
masterplanning and public
participation. Specialisms include
design for the night time economy,
urban design skills training and local
community engagement.

Fletcher Priest Architects
Middlesex House
34/42 Cleveland Street
London W1T 4JE
T	020 7034 2200
F	020 7637 5347
C	Jonathan Kendall
E	london@fletcherpriest.com
W	www.fletcherpreist.com
Work ranges from city-scale
masterplans (Stratford City, Riga) to
architectural commissions for highprofile professional clients.

FPCR Environment
& Design Ltd

Lockington Hall, Lockington
Derby DE74 2RH
T	01509 672772
C	Tim Jackson
E	tim.jackson@fpcr.co.uk
W	www.fpcr.co.uk

3 Marine Studios, Burton Lane,
Burton Waters, Lincoln LN1 2WN
T	01522 535383
C	Gregg Wilson
E	info@frameworklincoln.co.uk
W www.frameworklincoln.co.uk

Garsdale Design Limited
High Branthwaites, Frostrow,
Sedbergh, Cumbria, LA10 5JR
T	015396 20875
C	Derrick Hartley
E	Info@garsdaledesign.co.uk
W	www.garsdaledesign.co.uk

GDL provides Masterplanning and
urban design, architecture and heritage
services developed through 25 years
wide ranging experience in the UK and
Middle East.

Gillespies

LONDON • GLASGOW • MANCHESTER •
LEEDS • OXFORD • ABU DHABI
1 St John’s Square
London EC1M 4DH
T 020 7253 2929
London
E	steve.wardell@gillespies.co.uk
Oxford/Abu Dhabi
E	jim.diggle@gillespies.co.uk
Glasgow
E	steve.nelson@gillespies.co.uk
Manchester
E	jim.gibson@gillespies.co.uk
Leeds
E	michael.sharp@gillespies.co.uk
W www.gillespies.co.uk
Urban design, landscape architecture,
architecture, planning, environmental
assessment, planning supervisors and
project management.

Globe Consultants Ltd

26 Westgate, Lincoln LN1 3BD
T	01522 546483
C	Lynette Swinburne
E	lynette.swinburne@globelimited.
co.uk
W	www.globelimited.co.uk
Provides urban design, planning,
economic and cultural development
services across the UK and
internationally, specialising in
sustainable development solutions,
masterplanning and regeneration.

GM Design Associates Ltd

22 Lodge Road, Coleraine
Co. Londonderry BT52 1NB
Northern Ireland
T	028 703 56138
C	Bill Gamble
E	bill.gamble@g-m-design.co.uk
W	www.g-m-design.com

Architecture, town and country
planning, urban design, landscape
architecture, development
frameworks and briefs, feasibility
studies, sustainability appraisals,
public participation and community
engagement.

Integrated design and environmental
practice. Specialists in Masterplanning,
urban and mixed use regeneration,
development frameworks, EIAs and
public inquiries.
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Hankinson Duckett
Associates

Iceni Projects

An approach which adds value through
innovative solutions. Development
planning, new settlements,
environmental assessment, re-use of
redundant buildings.

Iceni Projects is a planning and development consultancy with an innovative
and commercially-minded approach
aimed at delivering success.

The Stables, Howberry Park, Benson
Lane, Wallingford OX10 8BA
T	01491 838 175
C	Brian Duckett
E	consult@hda-enviro.co.uk
W www.hda-enviro.co.uk

HOK international Ltd
Qube, 90 Whitfield Street
London W1T 4EZ
T	020 7636 2006
C	Tim Gale
E	tim.gale@hok.com
W www.hok.com

HOK delivers design of the highest
quality. It is one of Europe’s leading
architectural practices, offering
experienced people in a diverse range
of building types, skills and markets.

Hosta Consulting

2b Cobden Chambers
Nottingham NG1 2ED
T 07791043779
C Helen Taylor
E	info@hostaconsulting.co.uk
W www.hostaconsulting.co.uk

An urban landscape design studio that
use an innovative approach to create
green spaces for people, biodiversity
and the environment

HTA Design LLP

106-110 Kentish Town Road
London NW1 9PX
T 020 7485 8555
C	Simon Bayliss
E	simon.bayliss@hta.co.uk
W www.hta.co.uk

HTA Design LLP is a multi-disciplinary
practice of architecture, landscape
design, planning, urban design,
sustainability, graphic design and
communications based in London and
Edinburgh, specialising in regeneration.
Offices in London & Edinburgh.

Hyland Edgar Driver

One Wessex Way, Colden Common,
Winchester, Hants SO21 1WG
T	01962 711 600
C	John Hyland
E	hed@heduk.com
W	www.heduk.com
Innovative problem solving, driven
by cost efficiency and sustainability,
combined with imagination and
coherent aesthetic of the highest
quality.

IBI Group

Chadsworth House
Wilmslow Road, Handforth
Cheshire, SK9 3HP
T 01625 542200
C	Neil Lewin
E	neil.lewin@ibigroup.com
W www.ibigroup.com

We are a globally integrated urban
design, planning, architecture, town
planning, master planning, landscape
architecture, engineering and
technology practice.

Flitcroft House
114-116 Charing Cross Road
London WC2H 0JR
T 020 3640 8508
C	Nivedita D’Lima
E	mail@iceniprojects.com
W www.iceniprojects.com

IDP Group

27 Spon Street
Coventry CV1 3BA
T 024 7652 7600
C Luke Hillson
E	lhillson@idpgroup.com
W www.weareidp.com

We are IDP. We enhance daily life
through architecture. We use design
creativity, logic, collaboration and
pragmatism to realise places and
space. Ideas, delivered.

Jacobs

226 Tower Bridge Road,
London SE1 2UP
T 020 7939 1382
C	Nivedita Vijayan
E	nivedita.vijayan@jacobs.com
W www.jacobs.com

A multi-disciplinary design and
technical services practice specialising
in urban design and place making
projects from concept design,
masterplanning up to detailed design
and implementation stages.

JB Planning

Chells Manor, Chells Lane
Stevenage, Herts SG2 7AA
T 01438 312130
C	Kim Boyd
E	info@jbplanning.com
W www.jbplanning.com

JB Planning Associates is an
independent firm of chartered town
planning consultants, providing expert
advice to individuals and businesses
on matters connected with planning,
property, land and development.

JTP

23-25 Great Sutton Street
London ECIV 0DN
T	020 7017 1780
C	Marcus Adams
E	info@jtp.co.uk
Edinburgh
2nd Floor Venue studios, 15-21
Calton Road, Edinburgh EH8 8DL
T	0131 272 2762
C	Alan Stewart
E	info@jtp.co.uk
W	www.jtp.co.uk
Addressing the problems of physical,
social and economic regeneration
through collaborative interdisciplinary
community based planning.

Kay Elliott

5-7 Meadfoot Road, Torquay
Devon TQ1 2JP
T	01803 213553
C	Mark Jones
E	admin@kayelliott.co.uk
W	www.kayelliott.co.uk

International studio with 30 year history
of imaginative architects and urban
designers, creating buildings and places
that enhance their surroundings and add
financial value.
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Land Use Consultants

43 Chalton Street, London NW1 1JD
T 020 7383 5784
C	Adrian Wikeley
E	london@landuse.co.uk
GLASGOW
37 Otago Street, Glasgow G12 8JJ
T 0141 334 9595
C Martin Tabor
E	glasgow@landuse.co.uk
W www.landuse.co.uk

Urban regeneration, landscape
design, masterplanning, sustainable
development, environmental planning,
environmental assessment, landscape
planning and management. Offices
also in Bristol and Edinburgh.

Landscape Projects

31 Blackfriars Road, Salford
Manchester M3 7AQ
T 0161 839 8336
C	Neil Swanson
E	post@landscapeprojects.co.uk
W www.landscapeprojects.co.uk

We work at the boundary between
architecture, urban and landscape
design, seeking innovative, sensitive
design and creative thinking. Offices in
Manchester & London.

Lanpro Services

4 St Mary’s House
Duke Street, Norwich NR3 1QA
T 01603 631 319
C Chris Leeming
E	chris@lanproservices.co.uk
W www.lanproservices.co.uk

Multi-disciplinary consultancy
providing specialist advice in the fields
of town planning, masterplanning,
urban design, project management and
monitoring, landscape architecture and
interior design.

Lavigne Lonsdale Ltd

38 Belgrave Crescent, Camden
Bath BA1 5JU
T	01225 421539
TRURO
55 Lemon Street, Truro
Cornwall TR1 2PE
T	01872 273118
C	Martyn Lonsdale
E	martyn@lavignelonsdale.co.uk
W	www.lavigne.co.uk
We are an integrated practice of
masterplanners, Urban Designers,
Landscape Architects and Product
Designers. Experienced in large
scale, mixed use and residential
Masterplanning, health, education,
regeneration, housing, parks, public
realm and streetscape design.

LDA Design

14-17 Wells Mews, London W1T 3HF
T	020 7467 1470
C Vaughan Anderson
vaughan.anderson@lda-design.co.uk
W www.lda-design.co.uk
GLASGOW
Sovereign House,
158 West Regent Street
Glasgow G2 4RL
T 0141 2229780
C	Kirstin Taylor
E	Kirstin.taylor@lda-design.co.uk
Offices also in Oxford, Peterborough
& Exeter
Multidisciplinary firm covering all
aspects of Masterplanning, urban
regeneration, public realm design,
environmental impact and community
involvement.

Levitt Bernstein
Associates Ltd

1 Kingsland Passage, London E8 2BB
T	020 7275 7676
C	Glyn Tully
E	post@levittbernstein.co.uk
W	www.levittbernstein.co.uk

Urban design, Masterplanning, full
architectural service, lottery grant bid
advice, interior design, urban renewal
consultancy and landscape design.

LHC Urban Design

Design Studio, Emperor Way, Exeter
Business Park, Exeter, Devon EX1 3QS
T	01392 444334
C	John Baulch
E	jbaulch@ex.lhc.net
W www.lhc.net

Urban designers, architects and
landscape architects, providing an
integrated approach to strategic
visioning, regeneration, urban renewal,
Masterplanning and public realm
projects. Creative, knowledgeable,
practical, passionate.

Liz Lake Associates

Western House, Chapel Hill
Stansted Mountfitchet
Essex CM24 8AG
T	01279 647044
C	Matt Lee
E	office@lizlake.com
W	www.lizlake.com

Urban fringe/brownfield sites where
an holistic approach to urban design,
landscape, and ecological issues can
provide robust design solutions.

Malcolm Moor Urban Design
27 Ock Mill Close, Abingdon
Oxon OX14 1SP
T	01235 550122
C	Malcolm Moor
E	malcolmmoor@aol.com
W	www.moorud.com

Master planning of new communities,
urban design, residential, urban
capacity and ecofitting studies, design
involvement with major international
projects.

MCGREGOR COXALL

77 Stokes Croft, Bristol BS1 3RD
T 07496 282281
C Michael Cowdy
michael.cowdy@mcgregorcoxall.com
W www.mcgregorcoxall.com

We are a global multi-disciplinary
design firm dedicated to assisting
cities achieve sustainable prosperity.
Our international team provides
services through Urbanism, Landscape
Architecture and Environment
disciplines.

Metropolis Planning and
Design
4 Underwood Row, London N1 7LQ
T 020 7324 2662
C	Greg Cooper
E	info@metropolis.com
W ww.metropolispd.com

Metropolitan urban design solutions
drawn from a multi-disciplinary studio
of urban designers, architects, planners
and heritage architects.
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Metropolitan Workshop
14-16 Cowcross Street
London EC1M 6DG
T	020 7566 0450
C David Prichard/Neil Deeley
E	info@metwork.co.uk
W www.metwork.co.uk/

Metropolitan Workshop has experience
in urban design, land use planning,
regeneration and architecture in the
UK, Eire and Norway. Recent projects:
Ballymun Dublin, Durham Millennium
Quarter, Adamstown District Centre
Dublin, Bjorvika Waterfront

Mott MacDonald

10 Fleet Place
London EC4M 7RB
T 020 87743927
C	Stuart Croucher
E	stuart.croucher@mottmac.com
W www.mottmac.com
London, Cambridge, Birmingham and
Manchester

Mott MacDonald’s Urbanism team
specialises in placemaking, streetscape
design, landscape architecture,
security design, policy and research.

Mouchel

Mermaid House
2 Puddle Dock
London EC4V 3DS
T	020 3680 5000
C Matthew Jessop
E	matthew.jessop@mouchel.com
W	www.mouchel.com

Integrated urban design, transport and
engineering consultancy, changing the
urban landscape in a positive manner,
creating places for sustainable living.

Nash Partnership

23a Sydney Buildings
Bath, Somerset BA2 6BZ
T 01225 442424
C Donna Fooks-Bale
E	dfooks-bale@nashpartnership.com
W www.nashpartnership.com
Nash Partnership is an architecture,
planning, urban design, conservation
and economic regeneration
consultancy based in Bath and Bristol.

Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd

14 Regent’s Wharf, All Saints Street,
London N1 9RL
T	020 7837 4477
C	Nick Thompson
E	nthompson@lichfields.co.uk
W	www.nlpplanning.com
Also at Newcastle upon Tyne and
Cardiff

Urban design, Masterplanning,
heritage/conservation, visual appraisal,
regeneration, daylight/sunlight
assessments, public realm strategies.

New Masterplanning Limited
2nd Floor, 107 Bournemouth Road,
Poole, Dorset BH14 9HR
T	01202 742228
C	Andy Ward
E	office@newMasterplanning.com
W	www.newMasterplanning.com

Our skills combine strategic planning
with detailed implementation, design
flair with economic rigour, independent
thinking with a partnership approach.

Nicholas Pearson
Associates

30 Brock Street, Bath BA1 2LN
T	01225 445548
C	Simon Kale
E	info@npaconsult.co.uk
W www.npaconsult.co.uk

Masterplanning, public realm design,
streetscape analysis, concept and
detail designs. Also full landscape
architecture service, EIA, green
infrastructure, ecology and biodiversity,
environmental planning and
management.

NJBA A + U

34 Upper Baggot Street
Dublin 4, IRE – D4, Ireland
T	00 353 1 678 8068
C	Noel J Brady
E	njbarchitects@eircom.net
W	www.12publishers.com/njba.htm

Integrated landscapes, urban design,
town centres and squares, strategic
design and planning.

Node Urban Design

33 Holmfield Road
Leicester LE2 1SE
T 0116 2708742
C	Nigel Wakefield
E	nwakefield@nodeurbandesign.com
W www.nodeurbandesign.com
An innovative team of urban design,
landscape and heritage consultants
who believe that good design adds
value. Providing sustainable urban
design and masterplan solutions at all
scales of development with a focus on
the creation of a sense of place.

Novell Tullett

The Old Mess Room, Home Farm
Barrow Gurney BS48 3RW
T	01275 462476
C	Simon Lindsley
E	bristol@novelltullett.co.uk
W	www.novelltullett.co.uk

Pegasus Group

Pegasus House,
Querns Business Centre
Whitworth Road, Cirencester GL7 1RT
T 01285 641717
C Michael Carr
E	mike.carr@pegasuspg.co.uk
W www.pegasuspg.co.uk

Masterplanning, detailed layout and
architectural design, design and
access statements, design codes,
sustainable design, development
briefs, development frameworks,
expert witness, community involvement
and sustainability appraisal. Part of the
multidisciplinary Pegasus Group.

Philip Cave Associates

70 Cowcross Street, London EC1M 6EJ
T	020 7250 0077
C	Philip Cave
E	principal@philipcave.com
W	www.philipcave.com
Design-led practice with innovative yet
practical solutions to environmental
opportunities in urban regeneration.
Specialist expertise in landscape
architecture.

Phil Jones Associates

Seven House, High Street
Longbridge, Birmingham B31 2UQ
T 0121 475 0234
C	Nigel Millington
E	nigel@philjonesassociates.co.uk
W www.philjonesassociates.co.uk/

One of the UK’s leading independent
transport specialists offering the
expertise to deliver high quality, viable
developments which are design-led
and compliant with urban design best
practice.

Place By Design

Urban design, landscape architecture
and environmental planning.

Unit C, Baptist Mills Court
Bristol BS5 0FJ
T 01179 517 053
C Charley Burrough
E	info@placebydesign.co.uk
W placebydesign.co.uk

Origin3

Planit-IE LLP

Tyndall House
17 Whiteladies Road
Clifton, Bristol BS8 1PB
T	0117 927 3281
C	Emily Esfahani
E	info@origin3.co.uk
W www.origin3.co.uk

Planning and urban design consultancy

Paul Drew Design Ltd

23-25 Great Sutton Street
London EC1V 0DN
T	020 7017 1785
C	Paul Drew
E	pdrew@pauldrewdesign.co.uk
W	www.pauldrewdesign.co.uk

Masterplanning, urban design,
residential and mixed use design.
Creative use of design codes and other
briefing material.

Ove Arup & Partners
Consulting West Team
63 St Thomas Street
Bristol BS1 6JZ
T 0117 9765432
C	J Shore
E	bristol@arup.com
W arup.com

2 Back Grafton Street
Altrincham, Cheshire WA14 1DY
T 0161 928 9281
C	Peter Swift
E	info@planit-ie.com
W	www.planit-ie.com

Design practice specialising in the
creation of places and shaping of
communities. Our Urban Designers
work at all scales from regeneration
strategies and conceptual masterplans
through to Design Codes – making
environments, neighbourhoods and
spaces for people to enjoy.

Planning Design Practice
4 Woburn House, Vernon Gate
Derby DE1 1UL
T 01332 347 371
C	Scott O’Dell
E	Scott@planningdesign.co.uk
W www.planningdesign.co.uk

We are a multi-disciplinary practice
offering services in planning,
architecture and urban design who
seek to create better places.

+Plus Urban Design Ltd

Spaceworks, Benton Park Road
Newcastle upon Tyne NE7 7LX
T 0844 800 6660
C	Richard Charge, Tony Wyatt
E	richardcharge@plusud.co.uk
W www.plusud.co.uk

Specialist practice providing
strategic masterplanning, urban
design guidance, analysis, character
assessment and independent design
advisory expertise.

PM DEVEREUX

200 Upper Richmond Road,
London SW15 2SH
T	020 8780 1800
C	Julian Seward
E	marketing@pmdevereux.com
W www.pmdevereux.com

Adding value through innovative,
ambitious solutions in complex urban
environments.

Pod

99 Galgate,Barnard Castle
Co Durham DL12 8ES
T 0845 872 7288
C	Andy Dolby
E	andy@podbarnardcastle.co.uk

Masterplanning, site appraisal, layout
and architectural design. Development
frameworks, urban regeneration,
design codes, briefs and design and
access statements. Second office in
Newcastle upon Tyne.

Pollard Thomas Edwards
Architects

Diespeker Wharf, 38 Graham Street,
London N1 8JX
T	020 7336 7777
C	Robin Saha-Choudhury
	Andrew Beharrell
E	robin.saha-choudhury@ptea.co.uk
W	www.ptea.co.uk
Masterplanners, urban designers,
developers, architects, listed building
and conservation area designers;
specialising in inner city mixed use high
density regeneration.

Project Centre Ltd

Level 4, Westgate House
Westgate, London W5 1YY
T	020 7421 8222
C	David Moores
E	info@projectcentre.co.uk
W	www.projectcentre.co.uk

Landscape architecture, public realm
design, urban regeneration, street
lighting design, planning supervision,
traffic and transportation, parking and
highway design.

Pro Vision Planning &
Design

Grosvenor Ct, Winchester Rd
Ampfield, Winchester SO51 9BD
T 01794 368698
C	James Cleary
E	j.cleary@pvprojects.com
W pvprojects.com

PRP Architects

10 Lindsey Street,
London EC1A 9HP
T 020 7653 1200
C Vicky Naysmith
E	london@prp-co.uk
W www.prp-co.uk

Architects, planners, urban designers
and landscape architects, specialising
in housing, urban regeneration, health,
education and leisure projects.
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Randall Thorp

Canada House, 3 Chepstow Street,
Manchester M1 5FW
T	0161 228 7721
C	Pauline Randall
E	mail@randallthorp.co.uk
W www.randallthorp.co.uk

Masterplanning for new developments
and settlements, infrastructure design
and urban renewal, design guides and
design briefing, public participation.

Random Greenway
Architects

Soper Hall, Harestone Valley Road
Caterham Surrey CR3 6HY
T	01883 346 441
C	R Greenway
E	rg@randomgreenwayarchitects.
co.uk
Architecture, planning and urban
design. New build, regeneration,
refurbishment and restoration.

Richard Coleman
Citydesigner

14 Lower Grosvenor Place,
London SW1W 0EX
T	020 7630 4880
C Lakshmi Varma
E	r.coleman@citydesigner.com

Advice on architectural quality,
urban design, and conservation,
historic buildings and townscape.
Environmental statements, listed
buildings/area consent applications.

Richard Reid & Associates

Whitely Farm, Ide Hill,
Sevenoaks TN14 6BS
T	01732 741417
C	Richard Reid
E	rreid@richardreid.co.uk
W www.richardreid.co.uk

SAVILLS (L&P) LIMITED

33 Margaret Street
London W1G 0JD
T	020 3320 8242
W	www.savills.com
SOUTHAMPTON
2 Charlotte Place,
Southampton SO14 0TB
T	02380 713900
C	Peter Frankum
E	pfrankum@savills.com
Offices throughout the World

Savills Urban Design creates value
from places and places of value.
Masterplanning, urban design, design
coding, urban design advice, planning,
commercial guidance.

Scott Brownrigg Ltd	

St Catherines Court, 46-48
Portsmouth Road, Guildford GU2 4DU
T	01483 568 686
C	Alex Baker
E	a.baker@scottbrownrigg.com
W	www.scottbrownrigg.com
Integrated service of architecture,
urban design, planning,
Masterplanning, involved in several
mixed use schemes regenerating inner
city and brownfield sites.

Scott Tallon Walker
Architects

19 Merrion Square, Dublin 2
T	00 353 1 669 3000
C	Philip Jackson
E	mail@stwarchitects.com
W	www.stwarchitects.com

Award winning international practice
covering all aspects of architecture,
urban design and planning.

Scott Worsfold Associates
The Studio, 22 Ringwood Road
Longham, Dorset BH22 9AN
T 01202 580902
C	Gary Worsfold / Alister Scott
E	gary@sw-arch.com / alister@
sw-arch.com
W	www.garyworsfoldarchitecture.
co.uk

An award winning practice of chartered
architects, urban designers and experts
in conservation, all with exceptional
graphic skills and an enviable record in
planning consents.

Sheils Flynn Ltd

Bank House High Street, Docking,
Kings Lynn PE31 8NH
T	01485 518304
C	Eoghan Sheils
E	norfolk@sheilsflynn.com
W www.sheilsflynn.com

Award winning town centre
regeneration schemes, urban strategies
and design guidance. Specialists in
community consultation and team
facilitation.

Shepheard Epstein Hunter

Phoenix Yard, 65 King’s Cross Road,
London WC1X 9LW
T	020 7841 7500
C	Steven Pidwill
E	stevenpidwill@seh.co.uk
W www.seh.co.uk

SEH is a user-friendly, award-winning
architects firm, known for its work in
regeneration, education, housing,
Masterplanning, mixed use and
healthcare projects.

Sheppard Robson

77 Parkway, Camden Town,
London NW1 7PU
T	020 7504 1700
C	Charles Scott
E	charles.scott@sheppardrobson.com
W	www.sheppardrobson.com
Manchester
27th Floor, City Tower, Piccadilly Plaza
Manchester M1 4BD
T	0161 233 8900
Planners, urban designers and
architects. Strategic planning, urban
regeneration, development planning,
town centre renewal, new settlement
planning.

Signet Urban Design

Rowe House, 10 East Parade
Harrogate HG1 5LT
T 01423 857510
C	Andrew Clarke
Andrewclarke@signeturbandesign.com
W www.signetplanning.com
A team of talented urban
design professionals providing
masterplanning, detailed layout and
architectural design, design and
access statements, design codes and
development frameworks throughout
the UK.

Smeeden Foreman ltd

Somerset House, Low Moor Lane
Scotton, Knaresborough HG5 9JB
T	01423 863369
C	Mark Smeeden
E	office@smeeden.foreman.co.uk
W	www.smeedenforeman.co.uk

Ecology, landscape architecture
and urban design. Environmental
assessment, detailed design, contract
packages and site supervision.
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Soltys: Brewster Consulting

Terence O'Rourke

Urban design, masterplans, design
strategies, visual impact, environmental
assessment, regeneration of urban
space, landscape design and project
management.

Award-winning planning, design and
environmental practice.

4 Stangate House, Stanwell Road
Penarth, Vale of Glamorgan CF64 2AA
T	029 2040 8476
C	Simon Brewster
E	enquiry@soltysbrewster.co.uk
W	www.soltysbrewster.co.uk

spacehub

Grimsby Street Studio,
20a Grimsby Street
London E2 6ES
T 020 7739 6699
C	Giles Charlton
E	giles@spacehubdesign.com
W www.spacehubdesign.com

spacehub is a young design studio,
specialising in public realm, landscape,
ecology and urban design. We are
passionate and committed to creative
thinking and collaborative working.

Spawforths

Junction 41 Business Court, East
Ardsley, Leeds WF3 2AB
T	01924 873873
C	Adrian Spawforth
E	info@spawforths.co.uk
W	www.spawforths.co.uk

Urbanism with planners and architects
specialising in Masterplanning,
community engagement, visioning and
development frameworks.

Stride Treglown

Promenade House, The Promenade
Clifton Down, Bristol BS8 3NE
T 0117 974 3271
C	Graham Stephens
grahamstephens@stridetreglown.com
W www.stridetreglown.com/

Stuart Turner Associates
12 Ledbury, Great Linford,
Milton Keynes MK14 5DS
T	01908 678672
C	Stuart Turner
E	st@studiost.co.uk
W	www.studiost.co.uk

Architecture, urban design and
environmental planning, the design of
new settlements, urban regeneration
and site development studies.

Studio Partington

Unit G, Reliance Wharf,
Hertford Road, London N1 5EW
T	020 7241 7770
C	Richard Partington
E	info@studiopartington.co.uk
W www.studiopartington.co.uk
Urban design, housing, retail,
education, sustainability and
commercial projects that take
a responsible approach to the
environment and resources.

studio | REAL

Oxford Centre for Innovation
New Road, Oxford OX1 1BY
T	01865 261461
C	Roger Evans
E	design@studioreal.co.uk
W	www.studioreal.co.uk

Urban regeneration, quarter
frameworks and design briefs, town
centre strategies, movement in towns,
Masterplanning and development
economics.

Linen Hall, 162-168 Regent Street
London W1B 5TE
T	020 3664 6755
C	Kim Hamilton
E	enquiries@torltd.co.uk
W	www.torltd.co.uk/

Terra Firma Consultancy

Cedar Court, 5 College Street
Petersfield GU31 4AE
T	01730 262040
C	Lionel Fanshawe
contact@terrafirmaconsultancy.com
W www.terrafirmaconsultancy.com

Independent landscape architectural
practice with considerable urban
design experience at all scales from EIA
to project delivery throughout UK and
overseas.

THrive

Building 300, The Grange
Romsey Road, Michelmersh
Romsey SO51 0AE
T 01794 367703
C	Gary Rider
E	Gary.Rider@thrivearchitects.co.uk
W	 www.thrivearchitects.co.uk
Award winning multi-disciplinary
practice encompassing architecture,
urban design, masterplanning, design
coding, regeneration, development
frameworks, sustainable design/
planning and construction. Residential
and retirement care specialists.

Tibbalds Planning & Urban
Design
19 Maltings Place, 169 Tower Bridge
Road, London SE1 3JB
T	020 7089 2121
C	Katja Stille
E	mail@tibbalds.co.uk
W	www.tibbalds.co.uk
Multi-disciplinary practice of urban
designers, architects and planners.
Provides expertise from concept
to implementation in regeneration,
masterplanning, urban design and
design management to public and
private sector clients.

Townscape Solutions

208 Lightwoods Hill, Smethwick
West Midlands B67 5EH
T	0121 429 6111
C	Kenny Brown
kbrown@townscapesolutions.co.uk
W	www.townscapesolutions.co.uk
Specialist urban design practice
offering a wide range of services
including masterplans, site layouts,
design briefs, design and access
statements, expert witness and 3D
illustrations.

Turley

10th Floor, 1 New York Street
Manchester M1 4HD
T	0161 233 7676
C	Jaimie Ferguson
E	jferguson@turley.co.uk
W www.turley.co.uk
Offices also in Belfast, Birmingham,
Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Leeds, London and Southampton.

Integrated urban design,
masterplanning, sustainability and
heritage services provided at all project
stages and scales of development.
Services include visioning, townscape
analysis, design guides and public
realm resolution.
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Tweed Nuttall Warburton

Chapel House, City Road
Chester CH1 3AE
T	01244 310388
C	John Tweed
E	entasis@tnw-architecture.co.uk
W	www.tnw-architecture.co.uk

Architecture and urban design,
Masterplanning. Urban waterside
environments. Community teamwork
enablers. Visual impact assessments.

UBU Design Ltd

7a Wintex House
Easton Lane Business Park
Easton Lane
Winchester SO23 7RQ
T 01962 856008
C	Rachel Williams
E	rachelw@ubu-design.co.uk
www.ubu-design.co.uk

Ubu Design is an innovative urban
design and landscape architecture
practice. We combine creativity with
understanding to shape development
and produce designs that are
considered, viable and inspiring, from
strategies and frameworks, through
masterplanning to detailed design.

Urban Design Futures

34/1 Henderson Row
Edinburgh EH3 5DN
T	0131 557 8944
C	Selby Richardson
E	info@urbandesignfutures.co.uk
W	www.urbandesignfutures.co.uk

Innovative urban design, planning
and landscape practice specialising
in Masterplanning, new settlements,
urban regeneration, town and village
studies.

urban Imprint

16-18 Park Green, Macclesfield,
Cheshire, Sk11 7N
T 01625 265232
C	Bob Phillips
E	info@bpud.co.uk
W www.bpud.co.uk

A multi-disciplinary town planning and
urban design consultancy dedicated to
the delivery of high quality development
solutions working with public, private
and community organisations.

Urban Initiatives Studio
Exmouth House, 3-11 Pine Street
London EC1R 0JH
T 0203 567 0716
C Hugo Nowell
E	h.nowell@uistudio.co.uk
W www.uistudio.co.uk

Urban design, transportation,
regeneration, development planning.

Urban Innovations

1st Floor, Wellington Buildings,
2 Wellington Street, Belfast BT16HT
T	028 9043 5060
C	Tony Stevens/ Agnes Brown
E	ui@urbaninnovations.co.uk
W www.urbaninnovations.co.uk

The partnership provides not only
feasibility studies and assists in site
assembly for complex projects but
also full architectural services for major
projects.

URBED (Urbanism
Environment & Design)

Manchester
10 Little Lever Street,
Manchester M1 1HR
T 0161 200 5500
C	John Sampson
E	info@urbed.coop
W	www.urbed.coop
LONDON
The Building Centre
26 Store Street, London WC1E 7BT
C	Nicholas Falk
T 07811 266538

Sustainable Urbanism, Masterplanning,
Urban Design, Retrofitting,
Consultation, Capacity Building,
Research, Town Centres and
Regeneration.

URBEN

33a Wadeson Street
London E2 9DR
T 0203 005 4859
T 0845 054 2992
C	Elizabeth Reynolds
E	info@urbenstudio.com
E	hello@urbenstudio.com

URS Infrastructure &
Environment

6-8 Greencoat Place
London SW1P 1PL
T 020 7798 5137
C	Ben Castell
E	ben.castell@scottwilson.com
W www.ursglobal.com
Also at Birmingham, Leeds,
Manchester and Plymouth

Urban design, planning, landscape,
economic and architectural design
expertise supported by comprehensive
multidisciplinary skills.

Vincent and Gorbing Ltd

Sterling Court, Norton Road,
Stevenage, Hertfordshire SG1 2JY
T	01438 316331
C	Richard Lewis
E	urban.designers@vincent-gorbing.
co.uk
W	www.vincent-gorbing.co.uk
Masterplanning, design statements,
character assessments, development
briefs, residential layouts and urban
capacity exercises.

Wei Yang & Partners

4 Devonshire Street
London W1W 5DT
T 020 3102 8565
C Dr Wei Yang
E	info@weiyangandpartners.co.uk
W www.weiyangandpartners.co.uk

Independent multi-disciplinary
company driven by a commitment to
shape more sustainable and liveable
cities. Specialising in low-carbon city
development strategies, sustainable
large-scale new settlement master
plans, urban regeneration, urban
and public realm design, mixed use
urban complex design and community
building strategies.

Weston Williamson +
Partners
12 Valentine Place
London SE1 8QH
T 0207 403 2665
C Chris Williamson
E	chris.williamson@
westonwilliamson.com
W westonwilliamson.com

West Waddy ADP LLP

The Malthouse
60 East St. Helen Street
Abingdon, Oxon OX14 5EB
T	01235 523139
C	Philip Waddy
E	enquiries@westwaddy-adp.co.uk
W	westwaddy-adp.co.uk

Experienced and multi-disciplinary team
of urban designers, architects and town
planners offering a full range of urban
design services.

WESTON WILLIAMSON +
PARTNERS

12 Valentine Place
London SE1 8QH
T 020 7401 8877
C Chris Williamson
E	team@westonwilliamson.com
W www.westonwilliamson.com

Weston Williamson is an award
winning architectural, urban design
and masterplanning practice with a
wide variety of projects in the UK and
abroad.

White Consultants

Enterprise House
127-129 Bute Street
Cardiff CF10 5LE
T	029 2043 7841
C	Simon White
E	sw@whiteconsultants.co.uk
W www.whiteconsultants.co.uk

A holistic approach to urban
regeneration, design guidance, public
realm and open space strategies and
town centre studies for the public,
private and community sectors.

WYG Planning &
Environment

100 St. John Street
London EC1M 4EH
T 020 7250 7500
C Colin James
E	colin.james@wyg.com
W www.wyg.com
Offices throughout the UK

Creative urban design and
masterplanning with a contextual
approach to placemaking and a
concern for environmental, social and
economic sustainability.

Education
Index
ANGLIA RUSKIN UNIVERSITY

Department of Engineering & Built
Environment, Marconi Building
Rivermead Campus, Bishop Hall Lane
Chelmsford CM1 1SQ
T 01245 683 3952
C Dr Dellé Odeleye
E	delle.odeleye@anglia.ac.uk
W Full time:
www.anglia.ac.uk/ruskin/en/home/
prospectus/pg/Urban_Design.html
Part time:
www.anglia.ac.uk/ruskin/en/home/
prospectus/pg/_urban_design.html

MSc in Urban Design, Post Grad
Diploma or Certificate in Urban Design.
The emphasis is on sustainable urban
design and cultural approaches
to place-shaping. The course is
based upon key requirements in the
’Recognised Practitioner in Urban
Design’ designation. It can be taken full
time (1 year) or part time (2 years).

Cardiff University

Welsh School of Architecture and
School of City & Regional Planning
Glamorgan Building
King Edward VII Avenue
Cardiff CF10 3WA
T	029 2087 5972/029 2087 5961
C	Allison Dutoit, Marga Munar Bauza
E	dutoit@Cardiff.ac.uk
bauzamm@cf.ac.uk
W www.cardiff.ac.uk/cplan/study/
postgraduate/urban-design-ma

One year full-time and two year parttime MA in Urban Design.

Edinburgh School of
Architecture and
Landscape Architecture

ECA University of Edinburgh
Lauriston Place, Edinburgh EH3 9DF
T 0131 651 5786
C Dr Ola Uduku
E	o.uduku@ed.ac.uk
W www.ed.ac.uk/studying/
postgraduate/degrees

Jointly run with Heriot Watt University,
this M.Sc in Urban Strategies and
Design focuses on urban design
practice and theory from a cultural,
and socio-economic, case-study
perspective. Engaging students
in ’live’ urban projects, as part of
the programme’s ’action research’
pedagogy, it also offers research
expertise in African and Latin American
urban design and planning processes.

THE GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART
Mackintosh School of Architecture
167 Renfrew Street, Glasgow G3 6RQ
T 0141 353 4500
C	Joanna Crotch
E	j.crotch@gsa.ac.uk
W www.gsa.ac.uk/study/graduatedegrees/architectural-studies/

Master of Architecture in: Urban Design
and Creative Urban Practices; Urban
Building; Computer Aided Architectural
Design; and, Energy & Environmental
Studies. The MArch programme is
research and project driven with a
multidisciplinary input, core lectures
and seminars, balanced by literature
enquiry, to enable students to develop
a multi-disciplinary perspective.
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Leeds Beckett University

School of Art, Architecture and
Design, Broadcasting Place,
Woodhouse Lane, Leeds LS2 9EN
T	0113 812 3216
C	Edwin Knighton
E	landscape@leedsmet.ac.uk
W www.courses.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/
urbandesign_ma

Master of Arts in Urban Design consists
of 1 year full time or 2 years part time or
individual programme of study. Shorter
programmes lead to Post Graduate
Diploma/Certificate. Project based
course focusing on the creation of
sustainable environments through
interdisciplinary design.

London South Bank
University

Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences
103 Borough Road, London SE1 0AA
C	Bob Jarvis
T	020 7815 7353

MA Urban Design (one year full time/
two years part time) or PG Cert
Planning based course including units
on place and performance, sustainable
cities as well as project based work and
EU study visit. Part of RTPI accredited
programme.

Newcastle University

Department of Architecture, Planning
and Landscape, Claremont Tower
University of Newcastle, Newcastle
upon Tyne NE1 7RU
T	0191 222 6006
C	Georgia Giannopoulou
E	georgia.giannopoulou@ncl.ac.uk
W www.ncl.ac.uk/apl/study/
postgraduate/taught/urbandesign/
index.htm
The MA in Urban Design brings
together cross-disciplinary expertise
striking a balance between methods
and approaches in environmental
design and the social sciences in
the creation of the built environment.
To view the course blog:
www.nclurbandesign.org

Nottingham Trent
University

Burton Street, Nottingham NG1 4BU
T 0115 848 6033
C	Stefan Kruczkowski
E	stefan.kruczkowski@ntu.ac.uk
W www.ntu.ac.uk/apps/pss/
course_finder/108169-1/6/pgcert_
planning_urban_design_and_
sustainable_development.aspx

NTU offers postgraduate opportunities
in urban design with a particular
focus on residential led development.
Modules are available as either standalone CPD learning or as part of
postgraduate awards. Modules include
Built for Life(TM) and Garden Cities and
Suburbs. Our courses are designed for
those working full-time with a one-day a
month teaching format.

Oxford Brookes University

Joint Centre for Urban Design
Headington, Oxford OX3 0BP
C	Georgia Butina-Watson, Alan Reeve
T	01865 483403

Diploma in Urban Design, six months
full time or 18 months part time. MA one
year full-time or two years part-time.

UCLan – University of
Central Lancashire

The Grenfell-Baines School of
Architecture, Construction and
Environment, Preston, PR1 2HE
T 01772 892400
E	cenquiries@uclan.ac.uk
W www.uclan.ac.uk/courses/msc_
urban_design.php

The MSc in Urban Design enables
students to work with real cities
and live projects, politicians, policy
makers, architects and designers in a
critical studio environment. This along
residential study tours to European
cities help to prepare students for
practice addressing the demands of
our urban future.

University College London

Development Planning Unit
34 Tavistock Square
London WC1H 9EZ
T	020 7679 1111
C Camillo Boano and Catalina Ortiz
E	c.boano@ucl.ac.uk
catalina.ortiz@ucl.ac.uk
W	https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/
development/programmes/
postgraduate/msc-building-urbandesign-development

The DPU programme has a unique
focus on Urban Design as a
transdisciplinary and critical practice.
Students are encouraged to rethink
the role of urban design through
processes of collective and radical
endeavours to design and build resilient
strategic responses to conflicting
urban agendas, emphasising outcomes
of environmental and social-spatial
justice.

University College London

Bartlett School of Planning
22 Gordon Street, London WC1H 0QB
T 020 7679 4797
C Filipa Wunderlich
E	f.wunderlich@ucl.ac.uk
W www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/planning/
programmes

The MSc/Dipl Urban Design & City
Planning has a unique focus on the
interface between urban design & city
planning. Students learn to think in
critical, creative and analytical ways
across the different scales of the city
– from strategic to local -and across
urban design, planning, real estate and
sustainability.

University College London

Bartlett School of Planning
14 Upper Woburn Place
London WC1H 0NN
T 020 7679 4797
C Matthew Carmona
E	m.carmona@ucl.ac.uk
W www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/planning/
programmes/postgraduate/
mresInter-disciplinary-urban-design

The MRes Inter-disciplinary Urban
Design cuts across urban design
programmes at The Bartlett, allowing
students to construct their study in
a flexible manner and explore urban
design as a critical arena for advanced
research and practice. The course
operates as a stand-alone high level
masters or as preparation for a PhD.

University of Dundee

Town and Regional Planning
Tower Building, Perth Road
Dundee DD1 4HN
T 01382 385246 / 01382 385048
C	Dr Mohammad Radfar / Dr Deepak
Gopinath
E	m.radfar@dundee.ac.uk /
D.Gopinath@dundee.ac.uk
W	www.dundee.ac.uk/postgraduate/
courses/advanced_sustainable_
urban_design_msc.htm

The MSc Advanced Sustainable
Urban Design (RTPI accredited) is a
unique multidisciplinary practice-led
programme set in an international
context (EU study visit) and engaging
with such themes as landscape
urbanism, placemaking across cultures
and sustainability evaluation as
integrated knowledge spheres in the
creation of sustainable places.

University of Huddersfield

School of Art, Design & Architecture
Queen Street Studios
Huddersfield HD1 3DH
T 01484 472208
C Dr Ioanni Delsante
E	i.delsante@hud.ac.uk
W www.hud.ac.uk/courses/full-time/
postgraduate/urban-design-ma/

MA; PgDip; PgCert in Urban Design
(Full Time or Part Time).
The MA in Urban Design aims to
provide students with the essential
knowledge and skills required to
effectively intervene in the urban design
process; develop academic research
skills, including critical problem-solving
and reflective practice; facilitate design
responses to the range of cultural,
political, socio-economic, historical,
environmental and spatial factors. It
also aims to promote responsibility
within urban design to consider the
wider impact of urban development
and regeneration.

University of Manchester

School of Environment, Education and
Development
Humanities Bridgeford Street,
Oxford Road, Manchester M13 9PL
T 0161 275 2815
C Dr. Philip Black
E	Philip.black@manchester.ac.uk
W www.seed.manchester.ac.uk/
study/taught-masters/courses/list/
urban-design-and-internationalplanning-msc/
MSc Urban Design and International
Planning (F/T or P/T)
The fully accredited RTPI MSc Urban
Design and International Planning
explores the relationship between
urban design and planning by focusing
on internationally significant issues.
With a strong project-based applied
approach students are equipped with
the core knowledge and technical
competencies to design across various
scales in the city.

University of Northampton
The University of Northampton
Park Campus, Boughton Green Road
Northampton NN2 7AL
T 01604 735500
E	sabine.coadyschaebitz@
northampton.ac.uk
C	Sabine Coady Schaebitz
W www.northampton.ac.uk/study/
courses/courses-by-subject/socialsciences/integrated-urbanism-msc

MSc Integrated Urbanism: Eight
Urban Design and Urbanism Modules
plus Master Thesis to explore the
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complexities of creating and managing
people-friendly sustainable urban
environments.

University of Nottingham

Department of Architecture and Built
Environment, University Park
Nottingham NG7 2RD
T 0115 9513110
C Dr Amy Tang
E	yue.tang@nottingham.ac.uk
W www.nottingham.ac.uk/pgstudy/
courses/architecture-and-builtenvironment/sustainable-urbandesign-march.aspx

Master of Architecture (MArch) in
Sustainable Urban Design is a research
and project-based programme which
aims to assist the enhancement of
the quality of our cities by bringing
innovative design with research in
sustainability.

University of Portsmouth

School of Architecture
Eldon Building, Winston Churchill
Avenue, Portsmouth PO1 2DJ
T 02392 842 090
C Dr Fabiano Lemes
E	fabiano.lemes@port.ac.uk
W www.port.ac.uk/courses/
architecture-property-and-surveying/
ma-urban-design/
The MA Urban Design course provides
the opportunity to debate the potential
role of design professionals in the
generation of sustainable cities. One
year full time and two years part time.

University of Sheffield

School of Architecture, The Arts
Tower,
Western Bank, Sheffield S10 2TN
T 0114 222 0341
C Florian Kossak
E	f.kossak@sheffield.ac.uk
W www.shef.ac.uk/architecture/
study/pgschool/taught_masters/
maud

One year full time MA in Urban Design
for postgraduate architects, landscape
architects and town planners. The
programme has a strong design focus,
integrates participation and related
design processes, and includes
international and regional applications.

University of Strathclyde

Department of Architecture
Urban Design Studies Unit
Level 3, James Weir Building
75 Montrose Street, Glasgow G1 1XJ
T	0141 548 4219
C	Ombretta Romice
E	ombretta.r.romice@strath.ac.uk
W	www.udsu-strath.com

The Postgraduate Course in Urban
Design is offered in CPD,Diploma
and MSc modes. The course is design
centred and includes input from a
variety of related disciplines.

University of Westminster

35 Marylebone Road, London NW1 5LS
T	020 7911 5000 ext 66553
C	Bill Erickson
E	w.n.erickson@westminster.ac.uk

MA or Diploma Course in Urban Design
for postgraduate architects, town
planners, landscape architects and
related disciplines. One year full time or
two years part time.

News
Endpiece

Driven to Distraction
I am working for a heritage regeneration
trust, making a masterplan for the regeneration of the Chance Brothers glassworks site
in Smethwick, Sandwell. It is a very historic
place: a scheduled ancient monument, in a
conservation area, with eight listed buildings. Chance Brothers began making glass in
Spon Lane in 1824, and became the greatest
glass manufacturers in Britain. They developed the process of making sheet glass,
and made all the glass for the 1851 Crystal
Palace, producing 300,000 panes of glass
in a few months.
They also made the opal glass for the
four clock faces of Big Ben, but possibly
their greatest claim to fame is their lighthouse lenses. They became specialists in
designing and making rotating Fresnel lenses, huge mechanisms several metres tall
and weighing several tons, which can focus
the light from a lamp into a single powerful
beam penetrating miles of darkness. There
are hundreds of lighthouses with Chance
lenses working today, all over the world.
The eight listed buildings in Spon Lane
are mostly empty and ruinous. Most of
the site, on top of the scheduled ancient
monument, is occupied by a skip hire and
waste recycling business, recently refused
an extension of its planning permission
by Sandwell Council. It’s not an attractive
place. The trust has decided that the first
step in its regeneration of the site should
be to build a lighthouse – a monument to
Chance Brothers, and maybe a Midlands
equivalent of the Angel of the North. We
have an offer of a used Chance lens from the
Isle of Lewis. The idea is to create a landmark which will surprise people; a lighthouse 175km from the nearest coast.
The local authority is keen on the lighthouse plan. Sandwell is not a place with a
clear identity, and many people would be
unable to find it on a map. But I had a very
negative response when I ran the idea past
Highways England (HE). The problem is that
along the northern boundary of the Chance
Brothers site, on a viaduct on top of James
Brindley’s canal, runs the M5 motorway.
HE does not wish to see anything near the
motorway that could distract a driver’s
attention from the road ahead – not even a
lighthouse with no light – and it will advise
the planning authority accordingly when we
submit our planning application.
I am sceptical about the validity of HE’s
policy: I have looked at some of the research
done into driver distraction. Research can
indicate correlations between accidents
and external factors, but it’s more difficult
to demonstrate causation. The logical result
of HE’s policy would be a barren landscape
devoid of any points of interest worth looking at: the antithesis of the distinctive and
legible landscape populated by landmarks

1

2

which urban designers seek to make. Would
it in fact be possible to make the opposite
case, arguing that an eventful and distinctive landscape could contribute to safety by
keeping a driver stimulated, orientated and
alert? I think fondly of Appleyard, Lynch and
Myer’s 1964 book The View from the Road:
a hymn to the kinetic experience of driving
through the American landscape and townscape, and a toolkit for urban designers to
code that experience.
When I drive along the M5 some miles
south of Sandwell, what I mostly find myself
looking at outside the car is the sharp profile of the Malvern Hills across the flatland
of the Severn Valley. Are mountains a dangerous distraction to the driver? In the name
of safety should we obscure them from view
by tall fences? This reminds me of Roland
Barthes’ ironic reference, in his 1957 book
Mythologies, to the Hachette Guide Bleu. He
writes that, for the driver, the Guide identifies the ultimate signifier of scenic mountainous landscape as being the road entering a tunnel – inside the mountain. Perhaps
driving through a tunnel would be HE’s ideal
situation – environment degree zero.

•

Joe Holyoak, architect and urban designer

1 Artist’s impression
of proposals for the
Chance site
2 The site and its
relationship with the M5
motorway on a viaduct
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